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WILLIAM H. O'CONNELL, '81.

ENVOY

OF THE

POPE

TO

According to press reports, Bishop O'Connell
has been given cordial receptions and high honors by the Japanese officials. From the Mikado
he has received the First Class and Grand Cordon of the Order of the Sacrei Treasury, and
the members of his suite, Rev. P. J. Supple, 'B5,
and Rev Charles W. Collins, have been honored
with the Fifth Class of the Order of the Rising
Sun.
Among the meetings which Bishop O'Connell
addressed was one held November 18 at Kanda,
with an audience of four thousand persons.
Speeches in Japanese and in English were made.
A Mr. Anezaki said
"I consider it a great honor to be allowed to
speak a few words at this great meeting, held
to welcome the nuncio sent by His Holiness the
Pope to His Majesty the Emperor. We, as a
people, having just fought a dreadful war for
the sake of peace, are glad now to welcome an
ambassador sent by the direct successor of the
Prince of peace."
:

BISHOP O'CONNELL'S ADDRESS.

I am happy to be present on this occasion
to attest publicly to the most honorable reception accorded me since my arrival in Japan by
every one with whom it has been my pleasure
and honor to meet, and to express before the
world my deep sense of gratitude for the high

THE

COURT

OF

JAPAN.

hospitality of the Japanese nation to the envoy
of the Pope. My first duty is toward His
Majesty, your august Emperor, whose condescension toward me will always remain a treasured memory. Japan is assuredly a happy nation to have for a ruler one whom the whole
world recognizes as a sovereign eminently just,
wise and benevolent. It is easy now, knowing
as I do these lofty traits of your august sovereign, to understand the unique loyalty, attachment and devotion of the Japanese people to
His Imperial Majesty and the whole imperial
family. May I be permitted to congratulate
Japan upon these qualities, which more than
any others will assuredly bring prosperity and
unity upon the Japanese people? To all the
public officials of this government whom it has
been my privilege to meet I beg also to acknowledge my debt of gratitude for the exquisite courtesy received at their hands. To the
press, which unanimously has spoken of my
mission and myself with respect and deference,
I also return my sincere thanks. And now it is
my privilege to express to those who have made
this happy reunion an occasion to do honor to
His Holiness, the Sovereign Pontiff, in my humble person, my most cordial thanks. The words
which have been addressed to me I recognize as
a tribute paid, not to me, but to our holy religion. I wish that time would allow a fuller
treatment of the nature of that religion. I
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fully realize that the Japanese people, alive as
they are to every vital question of the material
world and material progress, are also on the
alert for the problems of the mind, the heart
and the soul, which are common to all humanity, and which, because of their very rature,
demand daily and urgent solution. The student finds himself inevitably face to face, not
only with the mysteries of the physical world,
electricity, manufactures, the arts, law and
all these to-day in Japan, as in
government
the most advanced countries, have their schools
and their scholars but the mystery of mysteries, the knowledge of man himself. And a
nation so intelligent as Japan, while investigating and exploring the nature of the physical
world, will certainly not pass over untouched
this most important, as it is the most interesting, of all the fields of knowledge.
As they peruse the pages of the world's
history for nearly two thousand years, they
cannot overlook one fact, omnipresent, vital,
ever-young it is us, the Catholic Church.
Truth must be one, and the truth which Christ
"Go teach all nations ;
taught can never vary
teaching them to observe all things, whatsoever
I have commanded you." This was the divine
commission of Jesus Christ to the first apostles.
All nations therefore are equally and in the
same identical manner to hear that truth, and
that same truth must be delivered to all nations
until the end of time, precisely as the first apostles heard it from His lips; nothing new, nothing sectional, nothing different. The eternities
will make no changes in the doctrines which He
taught, for God cannot change and His truth
shall endure forever. Unity, therefore, catholicity and apostolicity must be stamped indelibly upon whatever doctrine makes pretence to
be that of Jesus Christ. One break in the great
chain which unites to-day with the day of
Christ's ascension, one single variation in the
principles which He enunciated, one shadow of
sectionalism in the organization which He es:
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tablished will, it must be evident, be sufficient to
derogate from the fullness of His truth. Cast
your eyes over the history of the last twenty
centuries. Ask yourself: Is there to-day and
has there always been such unbroken evidence
of this unity and universality? Is there a religion which in all these centuries has proclaimed the same doctrines with unvarying oneand
ness and is the same among all nations
you will certainly find the answer of your question? it is the Catholic Church. It is that religion which has never admitted novelty of doctrine because God is never new. It is that
religion which, while fitting man for his eternal
fatherland, makes him a better citizen of his
own country here. It is that religion which by
its universality admits no limitations of territory, of distinction, of national boundaries, but
which finds in every human being a brother because all are sons of the same Father. It is
that religion, which while inculcating in man
his duties toward the great Ruler of the universe, compels him to render to the ruler of his
terrestrial country all the reverence, the obedience, the submission which the subject must
pay to the head of his nation. And the Catholics of Japan must in all things stand among
the first in devotion, loyalty and attachment to
His Majesty, the Emperor, and to the welfare
and progress of their nation. To be wanting
in the least in this duty is, therefore, to be
wanting in one's duty toward his church and
toward his God.
One word more. Unity and universality are
not of themselves in the nature of things
human. You know the old saying, philosophical as well as historical:
Quot capita,
tot sententiae." Mere human knowledge as
the result of merely human reason and private
judgment is not and never will be one. This
you will admit as evidently true, even of physical science and of the things which we see and
touch. Human knowledge is partial knowledge
at best. The leaves and branches of the
tree
"
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are visible to all, but the roots that sink deep
in the invisible soil, the elements that enter into
the composition, the nutrition, the assimilation
of the tree, the play of the dew, the sunlight,
the shadow?all these, while partly known to
science, are still mysterious in their workings
and the basis of endless theories. Ascend from
the visible creation to the invisible truths of the
Eternal and Infinite Cause, and at once it must
be clear that in the very nature of things, opinion, view and theory will vary as the mind,
which can see only in part, beholds it from all
its varied sides. What to one seems clear to
another seems doubtful, hazy, or does not appear at all. The truths of Revelation emanating from the mind of Infinite Perfection must of
their very nature be frequently either beyond
all human ken entirely or only partially intelligible. Not to the individual reason alone,
therefore, is it given to behold all truth, and
human minds, if left to themselves, will inevitably vary in their apprehension of God's Revelation. It was this which Christ meant when
He said
No one knoweth the Father but by
Me." And it was in view of the preservation of
unity that He established in the Church which
He founded, a visible and audible authority, the
infallible depositary of His Revelation, a supreme Head for all the members of the visible
Church. How, then, did Christ, knowing as
He did the weakness of human endeavor after
the fulness of truth and the contrariety of individual minds in the attainment of knowledge,
safeguard and perpetuate the unity and absolute
certainty of the truth which He came to teach
and which He imposed upon His followers to be
observed and preserved by all alike until the
end of time ? Behold, when He Himself was at
last to disappear from men's eyes, to St. Peter
He addressed these words: "Thou art Peter,
and upon this rock I will build my Church, and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.
This, therefore, is the keystone of the arch of
unity the authority of Peter. Search again
the pages of history, and again the honest
:
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searcher will find that in all time and among all
nations the children of the Church have always
held the same identical faith as long as they
preserved also the bond of unity in matters of
faith with the See of Peter and his successors.
And so the faith of Christ, while universal in
extent, has remained the same in profession,
and Peter's successor still lives. Christ's words
are not in vain: "Behold lam with you all
days even to the consummation of the world."
In one unbroken line Peter's successors have
held Peter's place until to-day in Pius X. the
children of the Church recognize, as the first
Christians did in St. Peter, the Vicar of Christ.
On an occasion like this it were impossible to
enter further into detail, but the Church's book
is wide open and they who sincerely seek the
truth will surely find it.
To the Catholics here present I beg to say
one last word. Let your lives be a light before
men. Men are more influenced by deeds than
Ron Yori Shoko." Prove by your
bywords:
devotion to the Emperor your obedience to the
laws, the purity of your lives both in public and
in private, your veneration for your elders,
your courtesy to your equals, your help and
charity for those less fortunate, and your benevolence to all men, that your faith lives in you.
To all who have honored me to-day by their
presence here I return my most grateful thanks.
My short visit has increased in me more and
more my love for Japan and its people. You
all know that I am an American, and that
Japan and America have always been friends.
The sea that flows between the two nations is
named the Pacific. May America and Japan
both grow together in peace and prosperity.
"

BETHELEM.
C. L.

KAY, '01.

0 Bethlehem, thou house of bread,"
In Him, thine Offspring, thou hast fed
A countless host, and e'er shalt feed
The chosen children of His creed !
"
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REMINISCENCES OF A DOCTOR.
AN OI.D BEAR.

You ask for the STYLUS, Mr. Editor, a few
lines from a practitioner in medicine. My story
is short. It is that of many a physician.
A little over thirty years ago I settled in a
small town in western New York. I waited
about two months for my first patient. I waited
a longer time for my fee. In consequence
whereof I went into debt. I have been going
into debt ever since. Patients came, however,
and fees, in time, and at the end of a year I was
a regularly overworked physician. All physicians, Mr. Editor, become overworked within a
year from the time they begin practice ; some
as early as six months. They remain overworked the rest of their lives. But I have
rarely met one who was either over-clothed or
over-fed or over-paid.
From a patient's standpoint, I have been considered successful. Most of my patients recovered ; some died. I couldn't help it. I have
been blamed at times, because patients died I
have been blamed at times apparently because
patients have been taken sick. The members
of some families seem to forget that the doctor
was sent for on account of sickness; and if their
patient does not recover in a day or two and
particularly if taken worse, they are apt to date
the attack from the first teaspoonful of that
medicine in the glass. These patients do not
do well as a rule. If the other members of the
family would devote to the care and comfort of
the patient some of the time they spend in trying to pick flaws in the treatment it would be
,

better.

Several years ago I attended a very old man.
He was sick for several weeks ; at times his life
was despaired of. His good wife had been
confined to bed for some time before and did
not see him during his sickness. Both recov-

ered. In about a year I was called to see the
old man again. Although he was up and about
the room, I found him a very sick man and ordered him to bed. I told the wife to send for
her daughter, and to send for the priest?and to
send for the priest first. It was not difficult to
see the end. In a week or ten days the old
man died. Some months afterwards, when I
presented my bill, I was surprised and startled
when the good lady told me that I had not
done right by father." I asked her wherein
she thought I was at fault and she replied that
I should not have sent the patient to bed in the
first place?that if I had allowed him to stay up
and left some medicine for him in a glass on
the table, he would have recovered.
These are some of the criticisms every physician meets. They are outweighed, however,
by the appreciation on the part of patients of
careful and honest attention. I have often met
young men whose faces and names I had forgotten, and have been told by them that I saved
their lives when they were little ones ; and in
some instances, Mr. Editor, I think it was a
mistake.
Numberless stories have been told of ludicrous incidents in the practice of medicine. I
select one. Some reader of the STYLUS may
not have heard it. In a small community there
lived an elderly couple who were looked upon
by their neighbors as very knowledgable people. In time of sickness their advice was
sought and they were frequently called in.
One night some passers-by saw the old man
come out of the house and run up the street.
Running for a doctor they thought. At the
head of the street he turned and ran back to the
house. The spectators concluded that the old
man had forgotten some part of his message,
"
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and they thought no more of the incident. The
next night at the same hour the old man was
seen to leave the house and run over the same
course; and those who had seen him the night

before said that he made better time on the
second night. The performance caused much
gossip and many looked for a repetition of it on
the fob owing night. At exactly the same hour
he was seen to leave the house on the third
night. This time he began to skip. Up the
street the old man skipped ; and at the same
point, as on the previous nights, he turned and
skipped back again and never missed a skip.
That was all the neighbors could stand. The
next day several of them called at the house,
told the good lady what they had seen on the
previous nights and expressed anxiety for the
old man's welfare. Their fears, however, were
dispelled when the lady told them that her husband had not been feeling well and had gone
to see a doctor who gave him some medicine to
take two nights running and skip the third
night.
The life of a physician, Mr. Editor, is a
strange one. A member of the community is
he who is not permitted to pray for his daily
bread, ?for, you know, Mr. Editor, that a doctor praying for his daily bread is like unto a
grave digger who prays for an east wind or a
green Christmas, ?and yet his whole life is one
continual round of doing good. Of course he
is tempted at times not to go on a sick call.
The bell rings at night and he finds at the door
a man who asks him to attend some member of
his family. The doctor flatly refuses, but he
can show some justification of his act. He has
seen that man before. He knows that breed;
and now the long looked-for opportunity has
come to the physician. He blazes away at the
man, pours out all the vials of his wrath on him,
and is looking for more vials. The man
turns away ; and just then the physician begins
to feel uneasy. A sense of shame and humiliation steals over him; for it flashes across his

mind that a fellow being is in suffering and
pain, and he has refused to bring relief. No !
He calls out into the night after the man. He
will go this time to attend his family, but woe
to the man if he ever comes after the doctor
again. He hardly speaks to the man on the
way, and he is gruff with those he meets on entering the house. But, once in the sick room,
the storm has passed?he is himself again. He
gives his best attention to the case in hand, and
his voice is soft and his touch is gentle. He
leaves medicine; speaks words of encouragement and promises to see the patient on the
morrow. And then if the patient is dangerously sick, and particularly if the hour is late,
he tells some one to go for the priest; for he
always finds a grim satisfaction in rousing the
Reverend gentleman out of bed. Then he goes
home and sleeps better; for any practitioner
will tell you, Mr. Editor, that he did not sleep
well on the night he refused to go on a sick
call.
When he receives that which he considers to
be the unkindest cut of all, the physician does
good in return. He is at a late dinner; several
patients waiting in his office. The bell rings
and he is summoned to attend some good lady
in sore distress. The doctor leaves his dinner
and his patients and goes at once. He finds
the patient suffering from the results of some
indiscretion in eating; he gives medicine which
will remove the cause of the trouble in reasonable time, and also some medicine to control
the pain meantime ; tells the good lady that she
will experience great relief in about half an
hour, and goes back to his office. Some of the
patients he left there have gone away, the others art restless and must be attended to, and so
he loses his dinner. On his evening round he
calls to see the lady of the noon hour. A member of the family meets him at the house and
tells him that the patient is better, and the docBut, doctor, it was not your
tor is glad.
medicine that cured her." "How is that?"
"
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Well, you see, in about ways been true to them, and when he puts into
the physician asks.
half an hour after you left the patient to-day, practice the precepts of his faith, attending,
Mrs. So-and-So came in and insisted on her for God's sake, those cases, in which there is
taking a dose of Father Dan's medicine!" neither worldly fame, nor glory, nor fee,
What does it matter now that he lost his dinner, making of his acts prayers for his own salvaand several office patients ; that the confidence tion, for the betterment of his fellow man, and
always reposed in him by the members of this that when he has passed away, some dear one
of his own, in sufferingjand pain, may be kindly
family has been impaired and perhaps lost forever, and that future fees may go for the purdealt with; when he co-operates with his Maschase of Father Dan's medicine. The doctor ter, attends Mass as often as his irregular
is equal to the occasion, joins the good old lady duties will permit; and, above all, when he approaches the Sacraments often in order that he
and blesses Father Dan.
The fear of disease and the dread of death may resist the temptations that daily beset him ;
cause mankind, the world over, to call in the his influence will be felt in the community, and
physician; the prince in his palace, the peasant his example will be followed. It is not necesin his cot, the citizen, the soldier, the sailor, the sary that he go about saying the beads all the
millionaire and the penniless need him. And the time; or that he stand on the corner singing
physician gives the best that is in him, to the psalms to the air of Lang-go-lee." He may
one as well as to the other. He knows the have that same cheery disposition that brings
physical weaknesses of his patients; and he warmth and sunshine to the sick room; he may
knows their moral weaknesses also. And while take an honest pride in the successes he has athe devotes his best energies and abilities to the tained, and in the respect and esteem in which
treatment and cure of the one, he never takes he is held by his fellow citizens. But in the
stillness of the night, in the hour of meditation,
advantage of the other.
In every community his voice is raised for it may be at his bed side, it may be on some
the prevention of disease; and he is generous lonely call, facing the blast on the hillside, or
with his time and money in researches that beneath a calm sky, he will thank God for his
often result in discoveries which are blessings successes. He will see how limited are his
to the human race. On the field of battle, no abilities also, and he will pray for clearness of
matter how near the
firing line may come, intellect, that he may be prompt to apply the
it has never been said of him that he deserted teachings and principles of his profession ; and
his post or shirked his duty. And when the that God, in times of emergency and of great
dread epidemic comes, when numbers are fallresponsibility, may give strength and firmness
ing around him, and others are fleeing in terror to his hand, and courage to his heart. He will
for their lives, the physician, cut off from his see also his own failings as a man, and with an
family, from all those who are near and dear to honest and humble heart he will pray to a merhim, stands at his post; and his nerves are of ciful God, that in the greatness of His mercy
steel, and his heart is that of a lion. These, He may have mercy on him, a sinner.
Mr. Editor, have been the common attributes of
If I were to begin over again, Mr. Editor, I
physicians, in all times, the world over, of would be a physician, but I would try to be a
every creed. The Catholic physician has albetter collector.
"

"

"
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OLD DAYS ON THE SUSQUEHANNA.
F. D. NEVILLE, '00.

There's a spot that memory hallows,
With its stretch of pools and shallows,
Where the turbid Lackawanna meets another
river's roar,
And to-night my saddened spirit,
Seeks that childhood haunt and near it,
Where I saw the Susquehanna in the days that
are no more.

Then I hear the bright steel ringing,
And the songs when Northwinds stinging
Spread a level ice savanna where the ripples
sang before.
Still I see the rapid races
And the skaters' balanced graces
On the frozen Susquehanna in the days that are
no more.

Ah, in joy I still remember
How with comrades, lithe and limber,
Many a time we panting ran a hurried race
along the shore ;
Then the luscious plunge and shiver,
And the splashing in the river,
In the cooling Susquehanna in the days that are
no more !

Fair the streams of the Atlantic,
Fair the Western streams gigantic
That down far Louisiana many mingled waters
pour,
They and other streams are famous
But their charms will never blame us
If we love old Susquehanna in the days that are
no more.

There was swift or languid boating,
Floating, fishing; fishing, floating,
Till the hunger had made manna of the angler's
frugal store,
Till the tired hands thrilled with pleasure,
Lifting in a struggling treasure
From the teeming Susquehanna in the days that

Many a lad now long has slumbered,
Many a comrade now is numbered
With the hosts that sing hosanna, with the
angels that adore ;
Yet tho' hushed their merry voices,
Memory hears them and rejoices,
Hears them by the Susquehanna in the days
that are no more.

are no more.

So let hours be dark with sadness,
I can light them up with gladness,
By my dreams of Pennsylvania and of friends
I knew of yore ;
And my worn and weary spirit
Finds a solace that will cheer it,
In the good old Susquehanna and the days that
are no more.
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SHALL

THE

SCIENTIFIC

STUDENT TAKE GREEK?

WILLIAM T. MILLER,

The appearance, in one of last year's issues,
of an excerpt from the Catholic Fortnightly Review on the old old question of the place of the
classics in education has emboldened me to say
a word on an allied topic which has of late occupied space in several journals of education
and criticism. I refer to the query so often
heard : What good is Greek for the man who is
going to the scientific school? This is only
another form of the modern movement towards
the abolition of Latin and Greek as requirements for the baccalaureate degree. On that
general movement much has been written; most
educators agree that at least one of the ancient
languages should be required,?and in line with
the present tendency towards easy-chair education, Greek, being considered the more difficult
of the two tongues, is consigned to the elective
graveyard of "courses nobody takes." That
this should not be so on general principles has
been ably argued by Rev. Robert Schwickerath,
S. J., in his scholarly work
Jesuit Education."* That it should not be so in particular
for the man who is bound for the technical or
scientific professions is not so readily admitted,
and it is on this aspect of the case that this
paper will dwell. This, then, is the point at
issue that the study of Greek is advantageous
to the student who aims at a scientific or technical career.
It may be well at the start to emphasize two
ideas implied in this statement, but often forgotten in the heat of argument. In the first
place we do not say that Greek is the only
study of advantage to our scientific tyro;
neither do we say that with Greek every boy
will succeed in science or engineering, nor that
"

:

The chapter on Classical Studies" in Father
Schwickerath's book is a thorough and forceful brief
*

on the topic of the

"

chapter.

'04.

without it everyone will fail. The thesis is
simply this that the study of Greek is so very
valuable to the boy who intends to take up
scientific work that it should not be lacking in
his preliminary training. This statement is
two-headed?it imputes a great value to Greek
in the premises, and it also implies that there is
nothing else that can adequately take its place.
Before we can discuss the first point ?that
Greek is valuable to the future scientist?we
must look carefully at the requirements and
qualifications necessary for success in those
professions.
While different branches of these professions
demand different special qualifications, they are
all alike in their absolute need of accuracy as
a foundation. Accuracy of observation is
needed when examining plants, animals and
other natural phenomena, when conceiving the
extent and difficulties of a sructural or mechanical problem, when testing the efficiency of
an experimental method or a completed fabric.
Accuracy of expression is demanded when giving results and formulating conclusions, when
explaining a success or pointing the lesson in a
failure, when commanding and guiding the
course of subordinates in the execution of any
undertaking. This accuracy is one of the high
ideals of the scientific and technical professions.
Why were engineers the world over so pleased
to learn that the two sections of the great Simplon Tunnell met, deep down under the Alps,
with a difference of only three inches in their
directions? Because it appealed to their ideal
of accuracy. We may, then, put down the general term accuracy as one of our premises.
Another universal demand is for that quality
of logical thought and steady good sense which
is often called clear-headedness. Even with
accuracy of observation there often goes an
erratic method of reasoning which results either
:
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in jumping at conclusions, in loosing the sense of
proportionate values, or in some cases in ignoring observed facts for the sake of desirable fancies. Such a course of action will never do in
science or engineering. To succeed in those
professions a man must not jump at conclusions,
but must have a thoroughly grounded reason
for everything he says or does ; he must keep
his army of facts in strict battle order ; he must
base his acts and words on logic and not on
fancy. This is what we mean by clear-headed-

9

ings seem multiplied like stars in the sky,?in
the study of such a language, careful, accurate
observation is the very cornerstone of success.
Accuracy is a habit and like other habits it
grows by being exercised. Every time the student focuses his mind on a word and determines
with unhesitating accuracy just what its distinguishing marks are, he is strengthening his
habit of accurate observation. That this is so
is proven from the fact that ability to translate
at sight comes only with the ability to place at
ness.
once in its exact relations every word that ocThere is also a habit which is very essential curs?and the value of this translation depends
for our hypothetical man's success. It is the on the accuracy of the observation. It is a
habit of application; the way all successful men comforting thought for a Freshman, poring over
have of working hard and long, of never giving a Greek grammar or thumbing a detested lexiup?the quality of stick-to-it-iveness." And con, to feel that he is slowly but surely attainthough a man may "be born that way it is ing that accuracy which will later raise him
also entirely possible for one not so blest, by high above the great masses of careless and
constantly doing his duty and never shirking, untrustworthy workers and put him into the
by grinding away at unpleasant tasks and never class of trustworthy men.
As to the effect of Greek on a man's habit of
sitting down to wait for the mountain to come to
him, to acquire the habit of application. This application we need say but little. All we have
said about accuracy applies also to application;
habit is certainly a valuable asset for the scientist or engineer who aspires to be something for to look into all the difficulties mentioned under that head and to dig out the correct meanmore than merely worth while.
So much for the needs of our ideal student of ing of those complexities requires a good deal
science ; does the study of Greek help to supply of hard work. In fact, we think it will be quite
these needs? There cannot be the shadow of a generally admitted that Greek is about the
hardest subject in the college curriculum, redoubt about the case for accuracy. To comGreek,
accuquiring constant, arduous study. It will cerplete honestly a college course in
racy is absolutely essential. In a language tainly be admitted by those who have seriously
where a reversed comma over a letter marks taken the course. The Sophomore who has folthe difference between an article and a pronoun, lowed the tragic history of King Oedipus withwhere the adding of a letter in the middle of a out the assistance of Mr. Jebb has a fair idea
word makes a future out of a present, where of the meaning of labor?and it is a fact that
there are over fifty variations in the form of the conscientious performance of all the requirethe simplest regular verb, where the active and ments in a good Greek course is the best possipassionate voices of ordinary civilized speech ble training to develop a habit of constant industry and unshirking application.
are joined by a mysterious middle, where a litVery often when something especially comtle word like the übiquitous av shades the meanplex and difficult is met, we hear the expression
ing of words and sentences, where countless euIt's all Greek to me." These carelessly
phonic changes play havoc with the original
spoken words really epitomize the character of
appearance of words, where augments and end"

"

"
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the Greek language as a subject of study. It
is complex and for that reason it demands logical thinking or clear-headedness. There are,
for Greek nouns, adjectives and participles, 3
declensions and in each 3 numbers, 3 genders
and 5 cases; for verbs there are 3 voices, 5
moods, 7 tenses and 3 numbers. When a student works out Greek sentences, extracting
from each word its exact meaning by focusing
on it this considerable number of tests, he cannot but concentrate his thought. And such is
the exact usage of the language that the translating and parsing of every word is a training
in logic; for the whole process depends on
drawing a correct conclusion about the meaning
of the word from each modification of its form
and endings. There is no guesswork about it,
the exact meaning of the author is contained in
the words as they appear, and the correct rendering of that meaning, by reasoning it out, is
an invaluable training for the development of a
habit of sure, accurate, clear, logical thought.
While on the question of thought we might
allude in passing to the value of Greek as a
stimulus to the imagination. A ready imagination, quick to see possibilities, able to visualize
conditions and to realize effects, to project mental images of inventions and to see every detail
of a complex whole?this is a well-nigh indispensable element in the makeup of a successful
engineer or scientist. And we mention it here
because Greek, in its compact, pithy, epigrammatic style, gives great exercise to the imagination. Among individuals the imagination
varies greatly ; it is not a thing which can be
acquired, like a suit of clothes or a cold in the
head. Nevertheless, when a man continually
exercises his imagination he thereby strengthens that faculty, just as exercise of a muscle
increases its strength. Therefore the beautiful
descriptions and terse expressions which the
student meets in his Greek author, which waste
no words, which demand, for full appreciation,
an able imagination, are all adding to his equipment and increasing his chances of success.

Such, in brief, is the effect of Greek on the
accuracy, application, clear-headedness and imagination of the student. And as these qualities
are necessary for success, the study of Greek
should, therefore, be a part of the preliminary
training of the man who enters the scientific
school.
But why Greek? is the cry. Granting it does
all we say it does, still why not get all these
effects from other studies less arduous than
Greek? The answer is simply that it cannot
well be replaced. It combines all the advantages spoken of better than any other single
study of which we are cognizant. Even the
Latin is not so rigorous and full of snares for
the inaccurate observer. Mathematics and literature are valuable in their way, but they are
one-sided, emphasizing one thing at the expense
of others ; they are, in a word, not broad enough
in scope to do the work of Greek.
The modern languages are often held up as
worthy substitutes for "the classics," but their
deficiencies are glaring. In the first place,
they have neither the same complexity of structure nor the same exactness of usage ; and their
effect is less, therefore, in cultivating the accuracy, application and mental acuteness of the
student. Contrast the amount of effort required to translate a page of Lamartine and a
page of Homer, and judge which would give
the best training towards the qualities here
mentioned. But they point out that the modern
languages are very useful ?and this is just why
they cannot supplant Greek. They are studied
for fluent use in conversation and rapid translation, studied extensively, as the economist
would say, and not intensively. It is the intensive study, the slow, steady, wearisome threshing out of word after word which helps to make
the Greek what it is?the most valuable study
in the curriculum for the development of mental
vigor.
We need not attempt to prove our contentions
by statistical testimony. For, in scientific
schools where there is a chance to observe par.
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allel work by students who have had Greek and
others who have not been so fortunate, the comparison is nearly always in favor of the former
class. To give one example, Frederick B.
Loomis, Ph. D., Professor of Biology at Amherst College, gives figures showing that while
the number of students without Greek training
amounted to 16.3% of the whole student body,
the number of that class securing honors
was but 6.9% of the whole hour-class. The
figures speak for themselves.
The great trouble with many critics of Greek
and of other educational principles, is that they
are too busy looking for the utilitarian, practical side of school work to think of the disciplinary or mind-training side. They forget
that if we fail to strengthen the memory, the
observation, the judgment, the imagination and
the habit of hard work, we but waste time in
learning facts and rules and methods. They
look at things upside-down ; they want the practical to be at the bottom of all study, when
"

"
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reason tells us that mental strength and habits
of orderly, efficient work should be the foundation on which practical knowledge should rest
as a column on its base. With some it is an
unfortunate misconception, which they have
never had called to their attention. With
others it is a kind of stubborn blindness to conviction which makes them see only one side to
every question. They are like the self-made
man who declared at a meeting where Bishop
Potter of New York was present, I never went
to a college or studied Latin, and I thank
heaven for it." The Bishop quietly asked,
Do I understand you to say thatj you thank
heaven for your ignorance?" "Yes," was
the reply, "you might put it that way."
Well," said the Bishop,
you have a great
deal to thank heaven for !
If all the people
who rail at the classics and "that obsolete
Greek were as frank as the thankful gentleman of the anti-collegiate sentiments, heaven
would have a large mail on Thanksgiving Day.
"

"

"
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TIME'S TRANSITION.
EUGENE H. DORR,

'09.

The pealing bells ring out the parting year,
With silvery sounds and swelling tones they
chime;
Proclaiming, in their quivering accents clear,
The coming year
the latest born of time.

Thou art come, New Year! and all thy presence greet,
Thy praises loudly all the world doth sing.
Humbly for peace and grace let all entreat,
That each new day may added blessings bring.

Thou art gone, Old Year ! gone to return no
more.
To me thy happy days brought such delight,
That now with blinding tears and heart full sore,
I see thee die and vanish from my sight.

So, swiftly speed our life and time away.
Lo ! Ere we think the hastening flight shall
cease:

Though sealing night shall quench the waning
day,
Still Faith and Hope look to eternal peace.
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JAMES J. MURPHY, '89.

nations, as well as of men, to
be born, to mature and to die. The history of
mankind is a story of national birth and growth
and prosperity, dissolution and death, with their
causes and effects inscribed by the pen of individual acts.
Where is the ancient Jewish race, once the
glory of the earth? Its soul has fled and the
elements that composed its mighty fabric are
scattered to the ends of the earth. Cultured
Greece and conquering Rome have shed their
life-blood, leaving behind only empty shells of
their former greatness, while empires and kingdoms, which, like younger generations, took
their places, are now tottering toward the grave,
and the colony of yesterday has become the
mighty nation of to-day.
It is not common for man to die merely from
old age." Almost invariably some physical
ailment is the cause of his dissolution, and it
happens frequently that its germs were lodged
in his system during his youth or prime. We,
the citizens of America, are the members of a
great and growing nation, a nation still buoyant
with youth and health and freedom, and giving
every promise of a strong and vigorous maturity. It is our duty, individually and collectively, to guard against the infection of this
body through its members, to cleanse it from
disease germs, and to provide for its proper
nourishment and care while it is in our hands.
A great danger is already threatening America. Several years have passed since the note
of alarm was first sounded, and it has gained in
volume with each repetition. The menace,
which had long cast its shadow before it, was
embodied, in 1855, in a state constitutional
amendment, proposed, passed and ratified by
the voters of Massachusetts, which declares
that no state money shall be appropriated to
any religious sect for the maintenance exclu"

"
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sively of its own schools ; and the efforts of
the churches to avert the calamity of a system
of non-religious instruction, as provided by the
state, only served to increase the evil, by the
passage of a statute law, making Bible reading
in the schools a requirement, but allowing
neither written nor oral comment, and forbidding the use of school books calculated to
favor the tenets of any particular sect of Christians."
The intimate relations existing between education and religion, as the two essential factors
in the development and progress of national
life, are attested by the most ancient records.
The education provided for in the Old Testament was family training. Later on the synagogue became the educational as well as the religious centre for the Jews, and each synagogue
had its week-day school taught by the rabbis.
It was in the Temple of the Jews that Jesus
Christ taught the first truths of Christianity, the
new belief which was henceforth to be indispensable to the welfare of every state and nation.
As He sat among the doctors He uttered the
memorable words:
I must be about My
Father's business," showing that the interests
of both time and eternity were to be attended to
in the class room.
The Jews rejected Christianity and are scattered over the earth ; Rome persecuted it and
her mighty empire is dissolved. Barbarianism
and desolation have fallen upon every land from
which it has been expelled. The strongest nations of Europe to-day are those that associate
church and state, while the countries whose
governments are in the hands of infidels and
anarchists are slowly decaying.
Our Lord established the Christian system of
education throughout the world when He said
to His apostles,
Teach all nations." They
fulfilled the command of the great Teacher,
and, as the Church of Christ grew and strengthened, their successors continued the work of education, extending it to every nation and people.
"

"
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American liberty and law, American education, American discovery and civilization, even,
were founded on religion. Centuries before
Columbus and his crew bent their knees in
thanksgiving to God on San Salvador, Lief Eric
had raised the Catholic Cross over Massachu.
setts. The pioneers of civilization in the new
country were Catholics. When the English
sailed into New York harbor the waters of the
Mohawk River had been flowing for twenty
years over the decaying bones of a Jesuit priest
who had given his life in an attempt to christianize the Indians ; and the soil of this whole
land is freely stained with the blood of Catholic
martyrs to the cause of American civilization,
education and religion. When the Declaration
of Independence was drawn up, the fathers of
the Supreme
the new Republic appealed to
Judge of the World for the rectitude of their
intentions," incorporating this prayer, which
was their recognition of an Almighty Ruler,
into the foundation of our liberty and our law,
never to be effaced as long as the United States
of America exists as a nation. The stronghearted, clear-headed men who gave life to the
early colonies understood the intimate union of
religion and education; and the separation of
these two factors, so essential to the up-building of the state, would have been considered by
them to be criminal.
Harvard College, which was established by
the General Court in 1636, was the cornerstone of education in Massachusetts, and hence
in the whole country, and its purpose was the
instruction of ministers and people in piety,
morality and learning." In 1642, twenty years
after the first settlement of Massachusetts, the
General Court decreed that "taking into consideration the great neglect of many parents
and guardians in training up their children in
learning and labor and other employments,
which may be profitable to the Commonwealth
. chosen men in every town are to redress
this evil, are to have power to take account of
"
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parents, masters and of their children, especially of their ability to read and understand

the principles of religion and the capital laws
of the country." Thus religion was given the
chief place in the educational system, citizenship was considered next, and secular learning
was looked upon as a help to both. In 1647
every large town was ordered, under penalty of
fine, to build and support a school for the religious and civic training of the people ; for the
Puritans believed that the Commonwealth could
be maintained in unity and harmony only by
religious influence exercised through the schools.
No one was allowed to hold office or to vote unless he was a church member. The principal
school books were the Bible, the Psalter and
the Catechism, and the teachers were frequently
ministers. In this way the first public schools
of our country, wherein the fountain of American liberty was supposed to have its source,
drew their inspiration from the pure springs of
religion. With these springs drawn off, the
fountain-head of America's choicest possessions
has been sacrificed, and the results, which have
already been seen, are most lamentable.
The first modification in the strict Puritan
rule came with the advent of Quakers, Baptists,
Episcopalians and others, who, as they strengthened in numbers, set up their own schools.
The form of religious instruction, however, was
not greatly changed, and a portion of the state
tax was set apart for the support of schools and
houses of worship of the various sects. This
marked the beginning, in 1775, of the denominational system of education, which gradually
supplanted the common school of the Puritans,
whose strong religious and social principles were
being rapidly weakened by thirst for commercial gain.
During the war with England the schools
were closed and education was neglected. After peace had been declared, the private school
or academy began to flourish upon state endowments, which were freely bestowed, and in
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1797 they were all taken in charge by the and for some years afterwards, the number of
Catholics in Massachusetts was too small to
Legislature as public state schools. Frenchmen, coming to aid in the war, brought with claim any particular attention from their sectathem the infidelity of their own land. This, rian brothers. In common with the denominauniting with the various denominational beliefs, tions, they had their own schools, which, in
soon produced a new form of religion, that of many cases, were provided for by the state.
Unitarianism, which completely denied the old In 1848, however, great crowds of Irish CathoPuritan faith in Jesus Christ as God, the second lics, attracted to the new country by the kindperson of the Blessed Trinity, and taught that ness of Mayor Quincy, who had sent to them,
Christ was not God, but a supernatural man. in money or provisions, the sum of $150,000,
This new creed gained votaries from all sects, flocked into Boston and their coming was the
signal for an entire change of sentiment toward
and was established in place of the strict docBefore
1830
Harvard
their
religion and their schools on the part of
trine of the Puritans.
control,
Unitarian
and
the
the
of Massachusetts.
people
College was under
few
before this influx the Catholic
school
the
A
years
was
private denominational
great
schools of Lowell had refused
centre
in
the
boys
public
educational
in Massachusetts.
about
Mann
to
read
and
the Protestant Bible and their
apstudy
It was
this time that Horace
had
asked
for a division of the tax in
sysparents
peared as the reviver of the public school
Calvinistic
favor
of
Catholic
schools.
This request was
tem. Departing from the strict
except the
a
in
1835
and
all
practically
granted
expense,
father,
he became
teachings of his
Deist, though nominally a Unitarian. In 1827 rent of the school rooms, was paid by the city.
After the influx of 1848, the hostility of Boshe began his work in public educational lines by
tonians
towards the Catholics began to be manidefeating a bill introduced in the Massachusetts
sects
fested
in
the government of the educational sysLegislature to divide among the various
tem.
Non-sectarian
schools were organized
tax,
the money called the religious
and secured
with
a
view
to
another bill forbidding the teaching in the
weakening the faith of Catholic
schools of anything that would proselyte the children who were sent to them ; and ministers,
children to a belief in any religious sect." He who had, hitherto, waged a war of words
lectured through the state on education, conagainst Mann and his methods, now joined sides
to
demning the private schools as favorable the with him in opposition to the Catholics.
In the fifties the anti-Catholic spirit increased
development of classes and opposed to democracy, and urging the people to support the rapidly, soon giving rise to the Know-nothing
public school. In 1837 the Board of Education party, whose efforts were principally directed
was established with Mann as its secretary, and against religious instruction in the schools.
his first act was to introduce into the schools the Legislative statutes were passed, governors' inUnitarian type of religious instruction and deaugurals issued, and public and private spirit
votion.
was aroused against Catholics. This was the
The voices of ministers of all denominations direct cause of the constitutional amendment
were sounding in outcry against Mann and his of 1855, prohibiting the distribution of state
proceedings, when an event occurred which money for the support of religious schools.
The Catholics demanded that, if they must
changed the entire aspect of the school question
in the minds of the voters of Massachusetts, the send their children to the public schools,
ministers and the people at large. Up to the the Protestant Bible be excluded. This request
time of the public appearance of Horace Mann, was not only refused, but the reading of the
"
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King James version of the Scriptures, hitherto
voluntary, was made compulsory.
After four years of minor quarrels an outbreak occurred which gave a new impetus to
Catholic schools. A boy named Thomas Whall
refused to read the Protestant Bible and study
the Protestant version of the commandments;
this caused his expulsion from the public
school. The case was brought into court, but,
the Know-nothing spirit being still prevalent,
judgement was against the boy and his father.
Whall's example had been followed by four
hundred of his companions, who suffered the
same penalty. The Jesuit Fathers then opened
a Catholic school at St. Mary's church in Boston for the education of these boys who refused
to return to the public schools, thus establishing
the second Catholic boys' school in Boston, and
the origin of the present Boston College.
Modifications of 1862 and 1880 completed the
secularization of the schools, removing every
trace of religious instruction, and making them
non-religious as well as non-sectarian, a condition directly opposed to the purpose for which
they were founded by the original colonists.
This is, in brief, the history of the American
educational system from its establishment by
the Puritans to the present time.
Are the youths of to-day receiving better religious instruction from their parents than was
given in the early days of this country that
America can afford to drop it out of her schools?
Are boys more inclined toward religion and
patriotism now than then? Do the millions of
to-day stand less in need of sound moral training, character development and discipline of
will than did the thousands that peopled our
colonies in the middle of the seventeenth century? Let the following record answer these
questions.
Less than one-third of the people of this
country profess to belong to any religious denomination, Catholics included. Therefore twothirds and more of the American population
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have no religion at all. George Washington
once said, Reason and experience both forbid
us to expect that national morality can prevail
in exclusion of religious principles ; and when
national morality is lost, national ruin is impending. The rejection of the Bible and the
Divinity of Jesus Christ marks the beginning of
the downfall of Christianity.
The masses of degrading literature that flood
this country, the low tone of our stage productions, the absence of Christian teaching in home
and school, the non-attendance at church, are
combining to deprive the youth of to-day of
every good influence, and to surround him with
temptations to evil; and the destinies of the
United States, in another generation, will be in
the hands of these children. Lynchers, anarchists and law-breakers are multiplying rapidly
in our country. With a seventh of Europe's
population, our divorce list exceeds hers by
hundreds of thousands. Every year the murder
record in America advances farther and farther
beyond that of any other country, while minor
crimes fill our jails and increase our police
force. There is a wide-spread lack of confidence in our national institutions, and patriotism, so strong a half-century ago, seems on the
wane. The assassin that struck the death-blow
to President McKinley was American-bred ; the
children that are growing up around us to-day
are not Christians but pagans.
When Horace Mann was attacked in 1848
and accused of robbing the schools of religious
instruction, he tried to defend himself with the
remark, Moral education is a primal necessity of social existence. Practical morals is a
blessedness never to be attained without religion, and no community will ever be religious
without religious education. These are eternal
and immutable truths." The accusation, however, proved to be more correct than the defence, for the present non-religious public school
system dates its birth from Mann's efforts. A
system of schools from which all religious in"
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struction is excluded is practically non-Christian, in the sense that no Christian creed is
taught therein, and the spirit that prevails is
opposed to the Christianity of Jesus Christ.
This is the method of instruction that Americans are choosing for their children, who, in a
few years, are to control this vast ship of state,
guiding her over smooth courses of prosperity,
or into troubled waters of strife and destruction. If they have not the rudder of religion,
by which our forefathers steered into safe harbors, how will they stand the violence of wind
and storm, or escape the rocks which lie along
their way?
The compromise struck by the various sects
in regard to the public school system has banished God and Christ from the school and hence
from the nation. The established religion of
America, as taught in the public schools, is agnosticism, rapidly changing to atheism. Immigrants from all countries are corrupted by this
spirit, and natures more impulsive and passionate than those of the home-born American, are
robbed of the only restraint which they know,
namely, the fear of God and of a future reward
or punishment. The child who looks upon his
school and teacher as fountain-heads of all that
is wise and good will quickly be convinced that
a knowledge of religion is undesirable, since it
is not taught to him in school, and will look
upon faith in God and Jesus Christ as superfluous and out of date. Such a generation of men
and women has already issued from our public
schools, and others, of a more pronounced
atheistic type, are following in their footsteps.
For some years the great educators of America have been viewing with suspicion the system
of instruction in our public schools. They are
disappointed in the results obtained, and searching for the cause of their disappointment attribute it: first, to the lack of moral training,
and then to the fact that the children are receiving no spiritual or religious instruction. They
turn to England, who, after thirty years of com-
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mon schools, has gone back to its denominational system, and find, in this act on the part
of the mother country, a subject for serious reflection. They realize that the public schools
are not fulfilling their mission as the educators
of youth and supporters of the state, that they
are teaching a mere knowledge of facts, and not
imparting wisdom, that they are pouring in
instead of bringing out," and cultivating the
brain at the expense of the man behind it.
Formation of character and development of will
have been neglected, and our well-instructed
public school graduates of to-day have learned
to substitute
theosophy for religion, passion
for morality and impulse for reason."
In the Brooklyn Eagle we read: right and
wrong in the affairs of conduct are not matters
of instinct; they have to be learned just as
Is this
really as history or handicrafts.
knowledge being imparted to our children in our
schools? Our whole machinery of education,
from the kindergarten to the university, is perilously weak on this point."
Daniel Webster has said: "It is a mockery
and an insult to common sense to maintain that
a school for the education of youth, from which
Christian instruction by Christian teachers is
sedulously and rigorously shut out, is not deistic
and infidel in its purpose and tendency."
A non-sectarian school is an impossibility.
We must either believe in God, deny Him, or
hold the Agnostic tenet that we do not know
whether or not there is a God and a Divine
revelation. The public school, therefore, holding the last belief, is founded on Agnosticism,
giving to that small sect the whole responsibility in the education of our youth.
"It looks now," says a prominent educator,
as though we were only at the beginning of
our trouble, and the reason is that we have been
dealing with the education of our people in the
wrong fashion ; and this remark voices the
sentiment of the Protestant Bishop of Texas,
who says:
The conditions around us are to
"
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lead in a few decades to a straggle the like of
which has never been seen in this country, and
it will be with a generation that will not believe
in anything at all."
From Jean Jacques Rousseau, Atheist and instigator of the French Revolution, has come,
according to the words of the National Educational Association, the main influence that has
shaped the education of the nineteenth century," and Rousseau's opinions on the subject
of education are expressed by himself as follows : The pupil must be taught that the exercise of authority is tyranny, the possession of
property robbery, the laws of the nation fetters
on his liberty."
What is education? In the true sense of the
word, it means the training, discipline, development and instruction of man's whole being,
physical, intellectual and moral." The early
settlers saw that a popular government could be
maintained only by intelligent masses; therefore they established the schools as centres of
education. When it was discovered that the
physical man was being sacrified to the intellectual, gymnastics and manual training were introduced into the schools, and the cry a sound
mind in a sound body became almost a national maxim. Now it is found that the supreme end of education, which is spiritual, has
been lost sight of entirely, and that the American school system is built on the unsatisfactory
basis of Agnosticism. To educate is not merely
to sharpen the wits, but to train up the child in
harmony with home, state and church influences. It is not alone to teach a great number
of facts, but to form good and wise men and
women.
William von Humboldt says
Whatever we
wish to see introduced into the life of a nation
must first be introduced into its schools."
Nations, like men, strive to grow in strength,
knowledge and virtue, and this effort springs
from the divine law of development. Education
is the development of the whole man, and since
"
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man is created for a supernatural end, religion
is the essential factor in his education. An
educational system that is not founded on religion can produce only an inferior man, lacking
in truth, purity and uprightness of life, and
when such a man becomes the national type, the
Republic is in danger.
When the denominational schools were merged
into the great public school system Catholic
parents, rather than risk the faith of their children and expose them to the evils of non-religious instruction, cheerfully took upon themselves the support of parochial schools. In this
way a vast Catholic school system has been
built up, a system providing a secular education
equal in every respect to that given in the public schools, and including, besides, the religious
instruction and training necessaryfor the development of children into good Catholic American
citizens. More than 71,000 children now receive
their education in the Catholic schools of Massachusetts, saving over $3,000,000 to the state
and providing accommodations for the children
who would otherwise be on the streets on account of lack of state buildings. Their teachers are men and women of ability and exalted
character, whose lives are consecrated to the
work. In secular knowledge these children
equal, often excel, those of the public schools,
as shown by the results obtained in examinations
taken for High and Normal schools, for West
Point and Annapolis. In addition to this, their
characters are molded after high models, they
are taught to be true and brave citizens, and
their patriotism is based on the solid rock of
Christianity, with its gentle and ennobling influences. In these schools a Christian atmosphere
prevails, the teachers are Christian and the
books Christian. Their chief purpose is to fit
the child to fulfil life's destiny, which is to follow the Christ, who is "the Way, the Truth
and the Life."
Catholics have now the field of free Christian
education in America to themselves. By their
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sacrifices to the cause of religion, they have her from disease and corruption and death.
merited the blessings and favors of heaven, Let us unite in a firm effort to turn the tide of
while the non-religious public school, which, in American thought and sentiment, through her
the words of Ruskin, does not tell the child schools, into the pure, sweet channels of religwhence it came, whither it is going and how to ion, through which alone she may proceed to
get there," is producing men and women who, the heights of prosperity and power. For, in
forgetful of the Divine creation and destiny of the words of Bishop Spaulding, The denomimankind, and nurtured by such influences as national system of education is the right system.
those of the Atheist Rosseau, are disseminating The secular system is a wrong system. The
germs of future anarchy and strife, which will practical difficulties to be overcome that religfinally ruin our country and bring about its ious instruction may be given in the schools are
relatively unimportant, and would be set aside if
premature dissolution and decay.
Let us, then, continue to be loyal to our the people were thoroughly persuaded of the
country in peace as well as in war. Let us save necessity."
"
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THE RUBAIYAT OF A STUDENT.
J. LEO McGUINNESS, '05.
Awake, arise, for morning is at hand,
He passes me with slow and reverend gait,
And lend thy sleep-clogged ears to morn's deWhilst brooding how ideas are innate,
mand,
And other things of psychologic hue,
For lo ! sweet mother in the hall below
His active mind doth ever cogitate.
Doth call thee back from drowsy, dreaming
land.
0 joy ! with Kant and Fichte 'neath a bough,
A tome of Locke, a book of Hume and?thou
Another wink thou fain wouldst have, alas,
With me, O Senior, in thy cap and gown,
Hard fate ! that dreaming time so swift should
And mortal earth were Paradise enow.
pass.
Come, up ! thou snail, and don thy gladsome
And ye who now make merry in the room,
garb,
Where I, with mine, of late put forth our bloom,
And hie thee to thy well-beloved class.
E'en ye must soon from out these halls depart,
Yes, come with old Demosth and leave the lot
And leave their brightness for the mundane
Of vulgar authors and their tommy-rot.
gloom.
Swiftly thy steed shall haste thee to the
"

Crown,"

How sweet is Junior Logic?thus think some ;
Others?How blest are we when Physics come?
Ah take them all away ! and waive the rest;
The roses bloom for me when work is done.

Oh come with one of old and leave the wise
To talk, and with vain nothings pierce the
skies;
One thought alone thy heart should ever
shield
Keep in thy aims the Good that never dies.

And look ! the lordly Senior, grave and gray,
With scroll doth wend his philosophic way,
'Neath problems' deep and weighty bending
down,
Ah me ! ?he's surely more than mortal clay.

So then, bring forth on every day thy best,
In all its mighty hopes and beauty drest,
For soon thy gifts and youthful charms shall
hence,
And one by one creep silently to rest.

And if thy mater josh thee, heed him not.
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THE WOES OF THE HOUSE OF

ATREUS.

DANIEL M. LYONS, '07

Old Atreus was an Argive man, who lived some years ago;
He had two sons, two lovely ones they were, as Argives go;
Mycenae's throne he gave to one, the other Sparta's rule.
The latter took to him a wife, who took him for a fool.
Young Paris then from Troia came, to spend a week or two,
And made love to the King's young wife ; when he went she went, too.
Then Sparta's King in wrath rose up, and called upon his brother
To help him go and bring her back, for he must have no other.
So all the Greeks took up their spears, and started out for Troy,
And Agamemnon led the march to castigate that boy;
But just as soon as Aggy went to ply his warlike art,
His little wife at home began to show her fickle heart.
She soon forgot old Aggy and she courted a new friend,
And said if back her husband came, his life right quick she'd end.
Now as the host was sailing through the isles?the isles of Greece,
The winds from Strymon blew so hard they thought they'd never cease ;
They asked a seer what they should do to stop the hurricane.
He said he'd like to think a while, his vision wasn't plain.
At last he spake unto the King, If you would cross the water,
The only thing for you to do is sacrifice your daughter."
Now Agamemnon didn't like to kill the pretty child.
The chiefs said Yes," or "else," they said, the army would go wild."
Now at this awful crisis I can see you're growing pale,
So o'er the scene which follows I will gently draw the veil.
"

"

"

Well, anyway, the fleet got off, and sailed across the sea.
For ten long years they hammered at the gates for gay Paree.
At last they got him one fine day ; they did it by a trick.
They never would have worked it if the Trojans weren't so thick ;
So Menelaus got his wife, and sailed back o'er the foam,
And put her under lock and key to keep her safe at home.
And Agamemnon sent his wife a speedy telegram
And said, Dear wife, the war is done and glad, indeed, I am."
She greeted him effusively, strewed flowers on his path,
And when she got him in the house she sent him to the bath;
And while the happy King was there, rejoicing at his fate,
She went down-stairs, brought up the axe, and smote him on the pate.
"

The moral of this tale, my friends, is plain, I think, to see.
So if your mind can find it out, you'll keep a job from me.
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THROUGH MAMMOTH CAVE.
JOSEPH BOLTON
The bright southern sun was only mildly
warm when we left our hotels for the railroad
station in Louisville to board the train which
was to bear us to our destination. A merry
not a vestige of care, not a
party we were
semblance of worry apparent in any of us, and
as we rolled out of the station our merry cries
and lusty hurrahs attracted no little attention.
We were off for Mammoth Cave, that wonder
of wonders which attracts ones attention from
the time one is old enough to read about it.
This, indeed, was a day to be marked in red on
my calendar.
Our singing and merry-making continued
without let-up on our journey of ninety miles to
the Cave Hotel, and when we got thirsty there
was relief to be had in the baggage car, where
the hospitality of our warm-hearted southerners
had caused beverages and delicious sandwiches
to be installed. These latter came in particularly handy for some of us who, having retired
to bed at an unspeakable hour on the previous
evening, had no time to snatch a bite of breakfast before the train started the next morning.
The commingled beauty of the northern and
southern ladies evidently inspired us to our very
best vocal efforts, for we never desisted till we
debarked for the short walk from the stubby
little train which carried us from the junction
where the standard cars had been left to the
wonderful Cave Hotel. I use the term guardedly, for the hotel was originally a laborer's
hut or cabin. The increase in the number of
laborers necessitated the erection of additional
cabins, and so the hotel grew, till to-day it
stretches over considerable ground, one story
high for the most part, each room a replica of
the other and practically a log cabin in
itself. Boyhood romance could ask for nothing
better.

'99.
At the hotel we rested for half an hour or so,
during which time the members of the party
who had brought along their cameras did excellent work, and the snapshots then taken are
to-day held as priceless souvenirs. Many of
the men donned the regulation cave suit, which
practically consists of overalls and jacket to
protect the clothes from the damp of the cave,
from the murky water that occasionally drips
from the low-studded ceilings, and from the
sooty slime which is encountered in some portions of the cave. The ladies were rather shy
of their cave costume for women, their modesty
rebelling even at the suggestion of bloomers.
But bloomers and heavy shoes are the correct
thing for that trip, particularly if the long route
is followed. All in all, we made a ludicrous
sight in our costumes, but personal appearance
is the last thing to be considered when one undertakes that journey.
At the entrance to the cave, which is attained by a descent of some forty or fifty feet
down a tolerable flight of stairs, admission is
barred by a massive iron grating, securely padlocked, and we were kept waiting for ten or fifteen minutes. The reason for this wait is not
yet clear to me. Some declared it was made to
accustom the members of the party to the cold
draft which rushes continually from the cave,
and this may be correct so far as I am infoi med.
We were counted as we entered the cave, but
this procedure was unnoticed by many. It is
doubtful if the more timid would have entered
had they known of this precaution. After we
passed the entrance the guides cautioned the
entire party to keep together. Swinging torches
were distributed, one to every two persons.
The glare of the combined lights furnished sufficient illumination to see everything, and the

LOUGHRY,
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soot from their combined smoke made a bath a
crying need upon coming out of the cave.
Thus we started, filing down a broad avenue

tion high up in the wall of the cave. This, the
guide announced, is known as the Methodist or
Baptist Church (I quite forget which), the name
known in the cave geography as Broadway. It arising out of the fact that a minister of either
is quite a roadway, and for some distance will of those denominations once chose that spectacreadily admit of double team traffic. At this ular spot from which to preach a sermon to the
point the acoustic properties are such that no members of a religious convention who had
echo is heard, no matter how loud the call.
journeyed through the cave.
After proceeding for some distance down
From the church we penetrated further into
Broadway a halt was made, and a bronze the cave and came to Booth's Theatre. This
K. of C. standard was planted as a reminder of formation resembles an amphitheatre, with a
our visit to the cave. After it was in position massive rostrum, and here the eminent tragedian once treated the members of an exploring
each member of the party assisted in the ceremonies by casting at its base one of the very party to several recitations. At points similar
numerous small stones that abound in the uave. to this and the church, where the main objective was quite beyond the light area of our
Appropriate speeches were made by the supreme officers and by the officers of several torches, the guide would ignite a piece of oiled
state jurisdictions, and then the march on the waste, and with great precision hurl it blazing
treasure chests of the cave's secrets was conto a point in the wall from which the entire
scene would be well illuminated.
tinued.
We soon came to the nitrate vats where, durAt the Theatre we mounted a long flight of
stairs into a gallery leading to a peculiar foring the Mexican War, the nitre for the manufacture of gunpowder was treated after it had mation known as the Bridal Altar. Our humorbeen mined in the cave. The timbers of these ous guide entered into further explanations, revats are to-day as sound and perfect as when lating how the formation received its name.
The story is that a certain young lady of that
they were first cut from their forest bed, alsection of Kentucky had promised an over-fond
though no attempt is made to preserve them.
From Broadway the guide led us into a large and unreasonable mamma that she would never
marry any man on the face of the earth. Hischamber known as Audubon Hall. This chamtory relates that she kept her promise, for when
ber, I believe, will readily accommodate a thousand persons, and when one considers that in the right he appeared and the psycological
other portions of the cave there are passages moment arrived, the ceremony was consumthat will not admit an over-stout person, he can mated not on the face of the earth, but in the
realize something of the variety of contrast to very bowels thereof. The subterfuge was
be met with therein. The hall was christened, worthy of a modern legal mind for uniqueness
so the guide informed us, after the great French and effectiveness.
The writer was very much interested in this
naturalist, who was accustomed to pass a great
deal of time in the cave during the winter explanation, and eagerly listened to the guide's
months, studying the nat.ure and habits of the story of the celebration of other marriages in
bats which, during that season, cover the walls that romantic spot, and how the Government
finally suppressed the practice. Native timidof the chamber.
From Audubon Hall we turned into one of the ity prevented me from asking aloud the reason
several avenues that lead to various parts of for this grave governmental action, and I questioned a Louisville gentleman standing close
the cave, soon coming to a pulpit-like forma"

"
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by. He either could not or would not impart
the information, suggesting that I ask the
guide. I plucked up courage and hurled my
question at that eloquent functionary. The reply staggered me and afforded not a little
amusement to the entire party, whose laughter
pealed forth and went scurrying to every corner
of the grotto, awaking the sleepy echo which
gave back ten-fold repetitions of their mirth.
"The reason for this action of the Government," said Mr. Guide, "was that it seemed
too much like running matrimony into the
ground."
The stalactite and stalagmite formations in
this section of the cave are maivelously graceful and multiform, at one point showing the outlines of the large pipes of a powerful organ and
again appearing in serpentine convolutions.
The effect is indeed grand.
Retracing our steps, we descended to our
former level and turned into the deeper recesses
of the cave, traversing what is known as the
Star Chamber route. We came upon three or
four small stone houses. These houses were
constructed some forty years ago at the instance of a then prominent physician in Kentucky, who entertained the theory that consumption could be cured by a temporary residence
in the cave. Some despairing victims of that
dread disease followed the course of treatment
laid out by the doctor, but after some two or three
months' residence in the damp and gloomy recesses of the cave one of the number died and
the remainder lost faith in the doctor's theory.
Their exodus was tragical, for it is related that
one of the remaining sufferers expired immediately on reaching the purer air, and a second
died upon reaching the hotel.
We now came to that peculiar natural curiosity known as the Star Chamber. This is truly
marvelous and inspiring. The action of the
waters of ages on the roof of the cave has
worked strange phenomena which are further
augmented by the art of man. Here all torches

were extinguished save a few in possession of
the guides, and these were withdrawn around a
bend in the avenue so as to shed little or no
light into the chamber. Acting upon the advice
of the guide, we gazed steadily at the roof of
the chamber, and from out the inky blackness
there shone forth, gradually becoming more apparent, a myriad of tiny stars. The illusion
was complete. By a crafty manipulation of the
few torches still lighted, the very realistic illusion of a storm cloud rolling over the stardotted sky was produced, and then the clouds
cleared away as after a storm. Hardly had
this been accomplished when we heard a faint
crowing far to the rear and the distant sounds
of yelping dogs. These sounds grew gradually
more distinct, and with their nearer approach a
faint pinkish glow appeared to diffuse itself
over the roof of the cave to the rear. A more
striking representation of Dawn could not be
produced with all our modern theatrical mechanism. The charm of the illusion continued
till the versatile guide, who could mimic a
crowing rooster and a yelping dog with equal
facility, came around the last bend of the tortuous avenue. The torches were once more relighted, and we pursued our explorations of the
underground wonderland.
At this part of the journey the heavyweights
and several of the ladies decided to return to
terra colta," as one member of the party would
have it, and they were piloted safely back by
one of the attendants. The rest of the party
then started on a long and tedious journey to
Echo River?a journey that will live in the
memory of all who took it. Echo River is the
lowest accessible point in the cave. There are
pits which doubtless extend to greater depths,
but these are unexplored and inaccessible.
The progress after a time became tiresome,
for it soon became necessary to travel in Indian
file. The River Route, as it is known, branches
off from a main avenue, passing just back of a
gigantic formation known as the Giant's Coffin,
"
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which bears a striking resemblance to a massive
catafalque. Just before reaching the Giant's
Coffin the picture of a hen partly hiding her
brood of chicks is shown high up on the wall.
A torch skilfully thrown by the guide drew the
outlines into prominent relief. A second portraiture on the roof of the cave resembled
closely two giants with outstretched arms, and
between them a clearly-outlined baby which
they appeared to be tossing from one to the
other.
The journey to the river was continually
down-grade. In places we trod wide sandy
stretches, where the walls of the cave ledged out
near the base, as if worn beneath by the action
of running waters. Again we passed through
sections where the roof of the cave towered far
on high, and yet again where the roof came so
low that it was impossible to pass beneath except on one's knees.
On this route we passed a formation known
as Minerva's Dome. Here the roof is bored
with architectural regularity to a height of
fifty or sixty feet, the aperture being domeshaped and probably about fifteen feet in diameter at its lowest point. Directly beneath this
dome is the bottomless pit, an ugly, repellant
spot, but repellant only through the clammy
sensation that overcomes one as he attempts to
gaze far down into its depths, the eye being unable to follow the glimmer of the torch that the
guide throws down. From side to side it
bounded, not a simple bit of ignited waste, but
one of the regular torches, crashing from side
to side of the pit and finally lost in its depths.
Whether the torch sank so far as to become invisible, or whether the flame was extinguished
by the foul gases that must of necessity exist
far down the pit is more than I can say.
Here we first met the Styx River, a stream
dignified by the appellation, river. It is a dead
body of water, lying along the way like nothing more than the ordinary rain pools that form
on country roadsides after a heavy rain. At

times there would be no water at all, and again
the ditch would be filled probably to a depth of
a foot or two for several hundred yards.
Where the path was winding this River Styx
was crossed by primeval bridges, consisting
mainly of a single plank or two that sometimes
had a hand-rail. The most substantial bridge
was met with at the Bottomless Pit, every precaution being there taken to prevent accident.
The way here was slippery and treacherous.
This was caused not so much by the water dripping from the roof as by the Styx River, which
at certain times is filled in by the overflow from
Echo River. The waters, swollen by the rains
without, rush into the cave by their still undiscovered ingress ; the outlet of Echo River, also
still unknown, is unable to accommodate the
augmented flood, and waters are forced back
through the cave for a mile or more. The terrifying thought more than once tried to creep
into my brain, What if the waters should now
begin to rise?
Late in the afternoon we arrived at the banks
of Echo River, and as we had been in the cave
since ten in the morning, we were then in no
very good humor. A hungry and thirsty and
tired lot we were, and our clothes wofully bedraggled. Most of us had imagined that a
simple journey or jaunt through the cave would
consume not more than an hour or two at best,
yet here it was after five o'clock and we were
not yet in sight of the end.
Instead of a pleasant little jaunt, we had been confronted with a
soul-trying trip. Slipping, sliding, climbing,
tumbling and crawling had been our poriion.
We had passed through the Valley of Humility,
where every person for a distance of several
hundred yards was obliged to crawl or stumble
along bent double. From that valley we entered a tortuous way known as Fat Men's Misery. Happy, indeed, were the heavyweights
who had turned back earlier in the day. Several of them would never have forced that passage. Through this small zone known as Fat
"

"
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once out
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reduced the return journey by a mile or more,
and the only advantage presented by the Corkscrew is that it further reduced the return trip
by an additional two miles or more.
It was single file through this narrow and
treacherous way, the entire party, heartless
and dispirited, remaining below at the entrance
till it came the turn of each to ascend. The
writer, two priests and a distinguished alumnus
of Boston College were the last, except the rear
guide, to leave the cave by this exit, and a stiff
exit it was. Foothold was difficult in many
places, and again the passage was barely large
enough to admit one crouched as low as possible.
Occasionally, where the ascent was perpendicular, rude ladders were stationed, and in other
dangerous places a guide was placed to give directions for securing foothold, and also how to
make the correct turn. There seemed to be
many exits from the Corkscrew at different levels, and the story prevails that a member of one
touring party became lost in this part of the
cave and when found some three days later was
a hopeless lunatic.
Up, up, up we climbed, weary and breathless,
but persistent by necessity. The instructions
were not to lose sight of the light in front of
you, and there was no member of that party
taking chances. Furthermore, that ascent became practically a scramble for exit as every
one seemed anxious to get out of the infernal
place. On we climbed, crawling under overhanging rocks, scrambling over projecting formations, and stepping gingerly upon stones that
seemed ready to roll away and hurtle themselves down the path we had already ascended.
Indescribable is the feeling of relief that
came to me when I at last came to an opening
in the face of the rock and saw far below and
in advance of me the long swinging procession
of torches that foretold the end of the journey.
We emerged from this circuitous natural tunnel, if it may be so called, through the face of
the rock, at a point in Broadway about half or
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three-quarters of a mile from the entrance tc
the cave. Here it became necessary to exercise caution to make the descent to the roadway
in safety. That once accomplished, we
breathed easily once more.
Slowly we trudged along the now comfortable
roadway to the entrance to the cave. Wearily
we ascended the flight of stairs that lead back
to the level of the hotel, and eagerly did we
wash and take a bite of food. Very different
were we from the gay party that had entered
the cave at ten o'clock that morning! And
at the entrance stood the guide mechanically
checking off each person as he left the cave.
All were counted present. Had there been any
missing, it would have been the duty of the
guides to form a searching party and return
at once to the cave in quest of the missing one.
After a hasty supper in the primitive Cave
Hotel we returned to the dumpy little train that
bore us, swinging and rocking, back to the
Junction, where we boarded comfortable cars
once more for the return to Louisville. There
wasn't any singing. There wasn't any shouting. There was no promenading back and forth
through the train. Every one seemed to be
doing a deal of thinking.

FORTUNE.
J. F. O'S., '08.
Fortuna vitrea est, turn quum splendet, frangitur.
PUBUUS SYRUS.

A goblet crowned with golden wine,
All beaming in the light,
A fall, a crash and all is lost,
So fortune when most bright.

Fortune-seekers borrow trouble.
Striving for their goal in vain,
Brittle glass and airy bubble,
Fortune they may ne'er retain.
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JOTTINGS.

EDITOR'S

J. B., '06.
The present number of the STYLUS forcibly
reminds us of a fact often overlooked by many
of our alumni. Our purpose in a college journal does not engage us merely with the present
student body. The continuance of a graduate
interest in the college and collegiate affairs is
also among our prime motives. The tendency
of an alumnus to lose interest in his Alma
Mater is too well known to require any comment. In some places athletics, in others social
life continues the interest of the alumni. We
strive to attain it partly by our college journal.
The STYLUS looks no less to our graduates than
to our undergraduates.
The alumni, then,
should endeavor to assist us. Their good-will
and help, whether it be material or literary, will
A.

always meet a warm

O

welcome.

It is

hoped

that
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our endeavors, already liberally responded to
by some, will meet response from every alumnus of our college.

Utilitarianism has become so predominant in
many of our lives that it ceases now to elicit
surprise. Its presence, however, within the
circle of college journalism is comparatively
recent. Many of our college papers to-day are
controlled by individuals whose only motive in
assuming charge is material remuneration.
There may be some remote advantages in this
system, but eventually it cannot fail to be
detrimental to the paper as well as the individual. The work of the staff becomes no longer
an object of enjoyment, but a matter of busito it all other things must yield. No
ness
longer does it supplement college duties, it
rather supplants them. This contagion must
spread into the papers itself. An attempt at a
high literary standard will soon be relinquished.
The style adopted by our dailies and our
monthlies, as they roll from the press of lucre,
will be their models. College papers will, then,
be used in the full significance of the term.
Such utilitarianism deserves our strongest condemnation.
?

Has it ever struck you how similar our
magazines in matters and form are to our clothing? Some are loud and flashy, some cheap,
some threadbare, and few in perfect taste.
Among college magazines many resemble the
college-boy, few the college student. The individual, dressed in perfect taste, does not attract our attention by color or fancy styles;
indeed, he does not attract our attention at all.
Only the incongruous gaudiness or slovenliness
attract, but whether it is gaudiness or slovenliness that startles the onlooker, it does not win
esteem.
Harvard. U?iiversity and Historical Truth: Notes
and Comments on Professor Emerton's Introduction
to the Middle Ages and Mediceval Europe. For
sale at Catholic bookstores, j cents. 36 pages.
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ALUMNI ACROAMA.
The Christmas season was a silver milestone
in the lives of seven priests of the Archdiocese.
Among them were three of our class of '77,
Revs. William J. Millerick of Stoneham, John
M. Donovan of Ipswich, and Patrick H. Callanan of Newton Lower Falls. We send the
hearty greetings of their old college friends to
them, and to their fellow jubilarians, Revs. Ambrose F. Roche, James Gildea, Philip J. O'Donnell, our neighbor, and Thomas J. McCluskey,
S. J., professor of our Freshman class.
*

*

*

Rev. P. M. O'Connor, a student here in the
'7o's, has been assigned the new parish of Our
Lady of Lourdes, Beachmont. Father O'Connor was formerly an assistant of Father James
Lee of Revere. Father Lee has just been
through a dangerous siege of illness, and we
are all glad to hear of his convalescence.

Mr. James H. Kendregan, 'O3, formerly Professor and Physical Director at Westbrook
Seminary, Portland, Maine, is now teaching in
the East Division High School, Milwaukee, nd
is also Physical Director at the Milwaukee Athletic Association.
c

The Christmas season also brought a special
reason for rejoicing to some of our young
alumni; we mean those upon whom the priesthood was conferred during the ordination days.
Seven of the class of 1901 received the Holy
Orders. Rev. Denis J. Lynch has been appointed to St. Bernard's Church, Concord ; Rev.
Walter J. Roche to St. Paul's, Cambridge ; Rev.
William T. Curry to St. Thomas', Jamaica
Plain. Rev. Joseph Lynch Early is pursuing
advanced studies at the Catholic University.
Rev. J. Louis Renaud is in the diocese of Portland, Maine. We have not heard the status of Rev.
David D. Ryan and of Rev. Walter J. Mitchell.
Rev. Edward F. Ryan, 'Ol, was ordained in
Rome. To all of these newly anointed of
the Lord, we wish, for Alma Mater and all
her sons, a happy New Year, and many, many
years of fruitful labor in the Vineyard of Christ.

The new year brought some changes in the
parochial register. Rev. John A. Daly, 'Bl,
has been made pastor of the new parish of St.
Mark, Dorchester. Rev. John M. Farrell, '95,
has been appointed his assistant.

%

%

%

Five of the 'O4 Class are teaching in the
Boston Public Schools. They are Messrs.
Downey, Cummings, Crowley, McElaney and
Murdock.
%

Charles

J. Leddy,

%

%

'O4, who made an enviable

in the New Hampshire House
of Representatives, has entered St. Charles'
Seminary, Canada.

record last year

Joseph A. Quinn, 'Ol, displayed his drain the first production
of The Great Judgment," a morality play recently given in Cambridge. The author of this
play, by the way, is Thomas P. Flanagan, 'Bl.
matic talent as the star
"

Several of our former Thespians were presAmong them was Rev.
Ambrose A. Dore, 'OO, who once played Macbeth. Mr. James L. McGuinness, 'O5, who
was Shylock in last year's play, also attended.
ent at the college play.
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We mentioned in our last number the contribution of the class of '96 towards STYLUS
prizes. Thus far we are able to offer a prize of
$15.00 for the best student essay contributed to
the STYLUS this year. We appreciate most of
all the hearty loyalty of the letters that came
to us from the eight class-members. The following letter is worthy of being enshrined in
our records, and the writer's name which,
since we have not his permission, we do not
publish.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
To THE EDITORS OF THE Boston College Stylus.

DEAR SUCCESSORS
Enclosed I send you the prescribed amount of
$2.00 for the STYLUS prize you mentioned in
your letter of the 10th inst. I never contributed my mite more gladly or, I might say,
for a more worthy object.
Success to you in these and in all other undertakings for the good of the college. If, for
any reason, your contributions do not cover the
amount you desire, don't hesitate to favor me
by asking for a further contribution.
Sincerely yours,
:

We take great pleasure in presenting this
old
alumni number of the STYLUS to our
boys." We hope to have other articles from
our old Stylites. And, as we are not able to
enlarge our college paper for lack of financial
means, nay, since we cannot keep it at its present standing if our financial condition is not
bettered, we here beg leave to ask our "old
boys to send us at least each his own subscription. Kindly give us this New Year assistance.
"

"

We wish to thank those kind friends who so
generously assisted us to publish in pamphlet
form the article against Professor Emerton's
histories. We will be glad to send a copy of
the pamphlet to any of the Alumni. It can also
be obtained at the Catholic bookstores.
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Rev.

James

P. McGuigan, formerly assistant

rector of St. Joseph's Church, Roxbury, died on

the 27th ult. in the home of his parents, Patrick
and Jane McGuigan, of Brighton, after an illness of two month's
Father McGuigan was a native of Cambridge
and was born on March 11, 1863. He went
through the local schools, including the high
school, and Boston College, graduating from
the last named in 1885. He studied for the
priesthood in St. John's Seminary, Brighton.
In June, 1889, he was ordained. Father
McGuigan's first field of labor was at St. Columbkille's Church, Brighton, where he was
stationed for eight years. For the following
six years he was an assistant at All Saints'
Church, Roxbury, and finally was assistant rector of St. Joseph's Church, Roxbury.
Father McGuigan, in his youthful days, was
an athlete and a fast runner. After having
won every honor in the amateur ranks he turned
professional. Old-time middle-distance runners
say that he was without a peer at that distance.
He was awarded numerous trophies as evidence
of his fleetness of foot.
Father McGuigan was a fine type of the
zealous priest. He was noted for his piety, his
great work in the confessional, his devotion and
charity to the poor and his kindly ministrations
to the sick. In each of the places in which he
had been stationed he won the love and gratitude and respect of the people by his constant
labors on their behalf and his edifying life.
Besides his parents, two brothers and one sister survive him.
The funeral of Father McGuigan took place
from St. Joseph's Church, Roxbury, and was
largely attended. A number of priests assisted
in the services. The remains were interred in
Holyhood Cemetery. The Pilot.

BOSTON COLLEGE
DOMI.
F. S. WHALEN, '06.

The Domi Column desires to extend to the
Rev. Rector of the college, the professors and
the students, as well as the entire faculty, its
best wishes for a Happy New Year."

OVERTURE, "Taucred,"
JAMES LEAVY
SOEO AND CHORUS, "Sweet Genevieve,"
EDMUND I. CORKERY AND CLASS
DUET, Violin and Piano, "Simple Avew,"
WALTER M. BRODERICK AND EUGENE H. DORR
CLASS GLEES.

"

sfc

CORNET SOLO, Selected,
WILLIAM J. CRONIN
VOCAL SOLO, Dream of Paradise," JOHN J. FLYNN
"

The Christmas holidays being over, and work
once more duly inaugurated, we remark the increased energy and application to study, apparent usually at this time of the year. Can
exams
now taking
it be because of the
place? Or is it the effect of the new-made
resolutions?
"

"

On December 18th, Rev. Father McCluskey,
professor of Freshman A., celebrated his silver
jubilee in the priesthood. The occasion, besides being fittingly observed at the College,
was also celebrated by several College classmates of Father McCluskey. The Freshmen
enjoyed a holiday in honor of the event. Nor
did they allow it to pass unremarked during
their successful New Year festivities.
Now that the play no longer demands the attention of so many students, we trust that they
will lend their best efforts, and their voices, to
the good work that is being accomplished by
the newly-formed "College Glee Club."
Several former classmen and graduates who
have gone to other fields of activity called
during the holidays to pay their respects to
teachers and boon companions.
%
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The Freshman banquet, which was held in
the College banquet hall January 2d, should
receive special attention. Its success is talked
of throughout the college. The festivities began about 6.30 P. M. in the music room, the
following excellent program being presented
:

CLASS GLEES.
DANCE MUSIC,

FRESHMAN ORCHESTRA

The Class then repaired to the banquet hall.
Washington Irving himself would require an
inspiration akin to that which prompted his deVan Tassel
scription of the
feast to do
justice to the menu. The coffee and cigars
gave the signal for speeches and toasts. General acclamation decreed that the feast of reason and the flow of soul should be opened by the
two professors present, Rev. Father McCluskey,
S. J., and Rev. Mr. Jessup, S. J. As might be
expected, their discourses were brilliant and
scholarly, scintillating with wit and abounding in appropriate allusion.
The following toasts, which voiced the general sentiments, were then responded to in a very
able manner. The fellows appreciated their
significance, and their expressions came from
the heart.
"

"

THE CLASS OF '09,
"Still achieving, still pursuing,
Eearn to labor and to wait."
HENRY P. MCGLINCHEY
OUR OLD FRIENDS,
The friends thou hast and their adoption tried,
Grapple them to thy soul with hoops of steel."
EDWARD P. TUIGG
"

OUR ABSENT FRIENDS,
"I count myself in nothing else so happy,
As in remembering absent friends."
FREDERICK L. KANE
OUR NEW FRIENDS,
Though last, not least in love."
EDWARD A. HUGHES
TOASTMASTER,
JOSEPH I. WHALEN
"
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Following the dinner the musical programme
was continued in the music room.
OVERTURE, "Mignon,"
EUGENE H. DORR
SOLO AND CHORUS, "The Bees,"
EDMUND I. CORKERY AND THE CLASS
CLASS GLEES.

STYLUS

DUNCAN
JOSEPH I. WHALEN
\ HENRY POWERS
MALCOLM ?
S
Hls bonS
| RAYMOND H. YOUNG
DONALBAIN f
MACBETH ) Generals in the j IRVING L. GIFFORD
BANOUO
J King's Army J ANDREW J. O'BRIEN
( CHARLES A. LOGUE
MACDUFF ) XT
)le "' e "
LENNOX
JOHN J. SULLIVAN
Scotland
Ross
JOS. F. O'SULLIVAN
FLEANCE, Son of Banquo
DANIEL J. MAHADY
SEYTON
VALENTINE A. COLLINS
DOCTOR
EDWARD D. O'BRYAN
SOLDIER
LOUIS A. WHITE
PORTER
HENRY M. TATTAN
SERVANT
ANDREW J. WHITE
GENTLEMAN
JOHN F. WALSH
AMBROSE D. WALKER
FIRST WITCH
SECOND WITCH
GEORGE F. LEE
THIRD WITCH
GERALD SHAUGHNESSY
MICHAEL J. O'KEEFE
FIRST MURDERER
VICTOR A. DIDION
SECOND MURDERER
LADY7 MACBETH (Adapted ; brother of Macbeth)
HENRY P. McGLINCHEY
ROBERT S. McMORROW
CAPTAINS OF I
THE GUARD )
EDMUND Q. CORKERY
Soldiers, Attendants, Servants.
.

DUET, Violin and Piano, Blumen Died,"
WALTER M. BRODERICK AND FREDERICK L. KANE
PIANO SOLO, "Say Not Farewell," JAMES M. DEAVY
CLASS GLEES.

-

,

Sof
-

-

"

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

...

-

-

-

-

CORNET SOLO, "Message of the Violet,"

WHITE
FRESHMAN ORCHESTRA
FRANCIS B.

DANCE MUSIC,

The annual college play was given on the
evening of December 21. The college hall was
crowded with an appreciative audience. It was
a great pleasure to have so large an audience,
but it is a greater pleasure to know that they
were so greatly pleased with the play.
The players, after their many arduous rehearsals, deserve the heartiest congratulations.
Their success in performing the difficult tragedy redounds not only to their own praise, but
also to the glory of Alma Mater.
It is difficult to make individual mention of
the different players; for among college students, as indeed among dramatic artists, the
ideal portrayal of a character is always different. We must let the frequent applause that
greeted the leading players stand as a sincere
witness to the excellent rendition of their parts.
Gifford, Logue and McGlinchey were warmly
applauded ; and O'Brien and Whalen, in their
briefer parts, were highly praised. The witches,
the murderers, the doctor and the porter were
great favorites with the audience. The excellent work of all the others, even of those who
went under the titles of soldiers and servants,
deserve the praise of their school fellows; indeed, generosity and devotion to their little
parts achieved, perhaps, the best part of the
players' success.

-

-

-

-

-

Like the man behind the gun," there were
others who worked hard for the success of the
play, and whose names do not appear on the
list of players. To Mr. Willis great praise is
executive staff" likewise.
due, and to his
"

"

Stage Manager, Louis A. White ; Assistants, WalJ. Orchard, Charles A. Birmingham, William
Moore; Master of Costumes, Andrew J. O'Brien ;
Master of Auxiliaries, Ambrose D. Walker; Callboy, John A. Miller.
ter

The college orchestra contributed much
towards the pleasure of the evening. The musicians were :
Fiist Violins, J. Francis McMorrow, Andrew N.
Dorr, Walter M. Broderick, Eugene H. Dorr, Frederick W. Denney, William A. Brownrigg; Second
Violins, Gerald L. Dolan, William J. O'Keefe ;
Flute, James Mclntyre; Piano, William J. Wheatley ; Cornets, Frank B. White, William J. Cronin ;
Trombone, Michael S. Walsh ; Drums, James A.
Coveney.

A great while ago the world begun,

With hey, ho l.the wind and the rain ;
But that's all one, our play is done,
And we'll strive to please you every day.
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Wishes were followed with resounding cheers
for our popular prefect. The speakers were
Philip J. O'Connell, class historian, Denis
O'Brien, class prophet, and Joseph F. O'Sullivan, class poet.
"

SENIOR.
1906 is here at last. Seniors now begin to
feel their importance.
The two concerts given by the class at the
Sailors' Club, December 3, and at the Holy
Ghost Hospital, on December 8 were quite successful. No death occurred the next day at the
hospital as happened after the performance
given by the Senior class of last year.
The class acted as ushers at the ordination
which took place at the Cathedral of the Holy
Cross the Friday before Christmas.
Powers' recitation of Only a Pin certainly
made a hit at the Holy Ghost Hospital.
Wanted ?A powerful incentive and stimulant
for a certain Senior.
The new philosophical,predigested cereal for
philosophers is Nego-See !
Mr. Reardon's society seems to have been
broken up by the energetic opposition of Mr.
Murphy to all invitations.
"

'?

JUNIOR.
Owing to pressure of circumstances the annual class banquet has been deferred until the
latter part of the year.
Have patience, fellow-collegians. The logic
specimen will take place soon.
It is rumored that N. J. Driscoll will rejoin
the class in the near future. Nicholas is sure
of a warm welcome.
Our class motto : Noli irascier."
"

SOPHOMORE.
Our banquet came off with the usual gusto.
Smiling faces and good fellowship did much to
make it a success. The one cause of regret
was the unavoidable absence of Father O'Hara.
Father Scully's talk on False Theory in History" and Mr. Ahearn's dissertation on "Deceiving Geological Titles were of great interNew Year
est to all. Father Rockwell's
"

"

"

McCarthy was beaming with good nature the
night of the banquet; you make a good host,
Florrie !
'Tis rumored that our upright treasurer,
McMahon, will become the president of a great
insurance company.
O'Brien and Sullivan made a social call at
Maiden Christmas week. We understand that
they were repaying Mr. Cody's sojourn at Lowell.
Walsh and Powers are said to take great interest in the Columbia.

Toohy and O'Bryan were afraid to go home
the other night after the spirit stories that were
told. Walsh was delegated to see them home
safe.
Thucydides, Thucydides, how do I sigh o'er
thee !
When shall my trials be no more,
Thine end when shall I see?
FRESHMAN A.
December was a busy and eventful month for
us.

On the 18th our beloved professor, the Rev.
Father McCluskey, celebrated the silver jubilee
of his ordination to the priesthood. The class
expressed hearty congratulations. Rev. Father
Prefect granted the class a holiday in honor of
this most happy anniversary.
Our actors certainly distinguished themselves
in the Christmas play.
The Freshman banquet realized our best expectations. It proved a most decided success.
All made a special effort to be present and their
efforts were amply repaid.
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FRESHMAN B.
Our president, John Shea, has been advised to
give up college work for a time, to the great
disappointment of his classmates and of those
with whom he came in contact. During his
short stay we were quick to perceive his amiable
disposition and his many talents. Let us hope
that John will soon join us again after a helpful
rest.

Twigg has been elected president of our division to succeed John Shea.
Our past member, John Shea, made the hit of
the evening at the class banquet by his tunes
on the piccolo.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Fourth Year B held a pleasant reunion on the
evening of December 26. Several members of
the Faculty were present as invited guests.
The kind words of encouragement given by
both prefects and teachers were highly appreciated by the class. The toasts proved a
most pleasing feature of the occasion, and were
responded to as follows
:

The Day We Celebrate,
AMBROSE D. WALKER
Retrospect,
DANIEL H. SULLIVAN, JR.
Our Holy Father,
STEPHEN J. CHAMBERLIN
Alma Mater,
CHARLES A. BIRMINGHAM
Our Country,
RAYMOND H. YOUNG
Our Guests,
ALPHONSE J. PETER
Our Authors,
EDWARD P. HOYE
GEORGE DUNN
Prospect,

The evening was closed by a Whist Party,
distribution of prizes, and Auld Lang Syne."
"

William D. Murphy of Fourth Year B is
seriously ill. Our prayers and earnest wishes
for his recovery are constant and heartfelt.
The number of High School students who
participated in the Christmas play has excited
much favorable comment and augers well for
the future of Dramatics in B. C.
We regret that we are obliged to omit High
School contributions in this number.

The following students of the High School
received First Testimonials for December: .
Fourth A. ?Stephen A. Koen, John F. Sullivan, Louis A. White.
Fourth B. ?Charles A. Birmingham, Stephen
J. Chamberlin, Edward P. Hoye, Edward J. H.
O'Brien, Jr., Alphonse J. Peter, Daniel H.
Sullivan,

Jr.

Third A. ?Fred A. Dunfey, Arthur J.
Sheehan.
Third B. ?James J. Cotter, John P. McEleney, Leo P. Noonan.
Second A. ?Joseph A. Barret, John J. Bogan.
Second B. ?Raymon J. Mclnnis, Francis B.
McGovern, Arthur J. Morton.
Second C. ?James E. McKenna.
First A. ?James M. F. Daley, Leslie J.
Heath, Francis L. Phelan.
First B. ?Thomas W. Ballentine, John E.
Dwyer, Jr., Thomas L. Gannon, John A. Quintan.

PRIZE ESSAYS.
The following prizes have been recently announced :
1. $50.00 in gold, the gift of the Alumni
Association, for the best essay on Civic Integrity.
2. $25.00 in gold, the gift of the class of
'BO, for the best literary and biographical essay
on Right Rev. Benedict J. Fenwick, first American bishop of Boston, with a brief reference to
the growth of Catholicity since his time.
3. $25.00 in gold, the gift of the class of
'BO, for the best literary and scientific essay on
the Laws of Storms.
The conditions for the prize competitions are
announced on the College bulletin board.
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ATHLETICS.

On December 8, the team played the Amherst
Agricultural
College at Amherst, and lost by
COLLEGE.
the score of 20 to 15. Fitzgerald was high
Father Mulligan has issued a call for candiscorer with a total of nine points to his credit,
dates for the track team. It is hoped that all
five of which were shot from fouls
those who have ability in this line will respond
Cutter, r. f
1. b., Lynch
at once.
Burke, Tirrel, 1. f
r. b., Sullivan. O'Kane
This is a good opportunity to stimulate interGilette, c
c., Supple, Sullivan
est in track athletics, and if the fellows will Peters, r. b
1. f., Fitzgerald
r. {., Flatley
only come out and practice there is no reason White, Willard, 1. b
Score: 20-15. Goals from floor, Fitzgerald
why the College should not be heard from in
the different indoor meets this winter. Dr. 2, Supple 2, Lynch, Burke 3, Gilette 3, Peters
3, White. Goals from fouls, Fitzgerald 5.
Billy Holland, the former B. C. and GeorgeReferee, Sullivan. Umpire, Hastings. Scorer,
star,
town
is to be the coach, and under his able
Philbrick. Timers, Clark and O'Kane. 20direction we ought to come up in this line of minute periods.
sport which has been almost forgotten during
B. C., 13.
the past few years. All he wants is material . B. C., 16.
to work on, and if there is any ability whatever
The next game was with the Lowell Textile
in the track candidates he surely will bring it School at Lowell and resulted in a victory for
out.
the former by a score of 20 to 1. During the
It would also be well for those who intend to game there were several questionable decisions
try for the college baseball team to put on a made by the Textile School's referee, which
running suit and limber up on the track. The made our score smaller than it should have
prospects for having a good ball team are exbeen, as baskets were caged by our men and
cellent and with the hearty co-operation of the were not allowed.
student body, this coming season will undoubtInstead of the East Boston Evening High
edly be very successful. The Massachusetts School we played the Revere Collegians on Deavenue grounds are being kept in good condicember 15, and won by the score of 16 to 13.
tion for the opening games, which will be played In the first half the B. C. five ran up a score of
12 to their opponents 2, but in the second half
with prominent New England colleges.
the home supporters were kept on edge by the
way the Collegians scored in this period. Our
M. A. C., 20.
B. C., IS.
lead, however, was too great to be overcome,
The basket-ball season is now at its height
and by caging two more baskets in the second
and great interest is shown in the games by the
period managed to gain a victory by three
ever-increasing attendance. The team is fast
points. Between the periods the second team
rounding into good form and is steadily imdefeated the Aquinas A. C. of Cambridge in an
proving in its work. Although contesting with
exciting game by the score of 14 to 12.
the strongest teams hereabouts it has succeeded
The line-up of the first game
in making a creditable showing on each occar. f
1. b., McCullough
Supple,
sion. This is due in great measure to the exFitzgerald, 1. f
r. b., Lawson
cellent team work which was our weak point at Sullivan, c
c. Dixon
the opening of the season. There should be Lynch, r. b
1. f., Burns
r. f., Robbins, Moore
more students present at the home games to McGuiness, 1. b
to
the
of
representatives
give encouragement
Score: B. C., 16; Revere Collegians, 13.
Goals from floor, Supple, Fitzgerald, Sullivan,
the College in this line of athletics.
:

"

"

:
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McGuiness 4, McCullough 4, Burns 2. Goals
from fouls, Fitzgerald, Supple, McCullough.
Referee, Osgood. Umpire, Sheehy. Scorer,
Bigelow. Timer, Smith. 20-minute halves.

Aquinas, A. C.
B. C. Second.
In the second game the B. C. second team
kept its opponents on the move throughout, and
by consistent pass-work (P) won out in the last
half. Mulcahy, McNamara and Corcoran excelled.
1. b., Finn, McDonald
Flatley, r. f
r. b., Chisholm
McNamara, 1. f
c., Landers
Mulcahey, c
1. £., Crowley
O'Kane, r. b
r. f., Moore
Corcoran, 1. b.
Score: B. C. Second, 14; Aquinas A. C. 12.
Goals from floor, Mulcahey 2, McNamara 3,
O'Kane, Sanders, McDonald 2, Finn 3. Goals
from fouls, Flatley 2.
ANDOVER 16.
B. C. 27.
The College team scored an important and
decisive victory when it defeated the fast Andover Academy quintette by the score of 27 to
16. The B. C. five surpassed their opponents
in team work and shooting, especially in the
latter, as every man on the College team scored
one or more baskets from the floor.
The line-up
1. b., Jones
Supple, r. f
r. b., Whitney
Fitzgerald, 1. f
Sullivan, c
c., Gunning
1. f., Blumenauer
Lynch, r. b
McGuiness, 1. b
r. f., Goldsmith
:

Score: B. C., 27 ; Andover, 16. Goal from
floor: McGuiness, 6, Sullivan, 2, Fitzgerald,
2, Supple, 2, Lynch, Jones, 3, Goldsmith, 2,
Gunning, Whitney. Goals from fouls ; Fitzgerald, Gunning, 2. Referee: Riley. Umpire:
Higgins. Timer, Hobbs. Time, 20-minute
halves.

B. C. 6.
E. B. E. H. S. 33.
In our game with the fast evening high school
team of East Boston the pass-work was not up

STYLUS

to the standard, and, although we fought hard,
our opponents were too speedy and defeated us
33 to 6. The summary:

1. b., Lynch
Hagman, r. f
r. b., McGuiness
Dorgan, 1. f
c., Sullivan
Crowley, c
1. f., Fitzgerald
Burke, r. b
r. f., Supple
Brett, 1. b
S.,
C.,
B.
E.
H.
33
B.
6. Goals
;
:
Score E.
from floor: Hagman, 3, Dorgan, 6, Crowley, 3,
Brett, 2, Burke, Sullivan, McGuiness, Fitzgerald. Goals from fouls, Crowley, 3. Referee,
Scorer, Kelly.
Davis.
Umpire, Davis.
Timer, O'Brien. Time, 20-minute halves.
Attendance, 250.
We take the following account of the basketball game with the M. I. T. team from Ihe
Tech.
TECH DEFEATS B. C.
CLOSE AND EXCITING GAME ENDS WITH
SCORE 23 TO 21.?SMALL ATTENDANCE.

Technology defeated Boston College at the
Gym Wednesday evening 23 to 21, in one of the
cleanest and hardest fought games Tech has
played this season. With any kind of support
the home team would have completely defeated
the B. C. five. There were only ten people
present at the game, including all the reporters
from the daily papers, and, although these ten
cheered and stamped and made all the noise
they could, the Tech five showed the effects of
poor support.
The first half started with a rush, McGuiness, of Boston College, scoring a basket in
thirty seconds. Tech came right back and
scored five baskets in as many minutes. The
men of both teams settled down to work then,
and during the remainder of the half each team
scored two baskets and made two goals from
the foul line. The half ended: Tech, 16; B.
C., 8.
In the second half Fitzgerald and Supple of
the visiting team changed places, while Lyons
(Tech), went in for Lamont, who had been badly
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shaken up in the first half by a hard fall.
Boston College opened strongly, and McGuinness scored two baskets in rapid succession.
During the remainder of the half Gregory
scored two baskets, and Wentworth got three
goals from the foul line, making Tech 23. Before Wentworth made his last two baskets, Boston College had tied the score and the play was
fierce and exciting.
Wentworth did fine work on the foul line,
scoring five baskets out of six tries. The team
does not seem to have developed a good defensive game, as B. C. continually got away with
the ball.
TECHNOLOGY 23.

B. C. 21,

Burleigh was injured by hitting his shoulder
on a parallel bar while running after the ball
out of bounds and was obliged to retire in favor
of Belcher. The line-up was as follows :

Gregory (Kinnear), 1. f
1. f., Supple
r. f., Fitzgerald
Deavitt, r. f
c., Sullivan
Wentworth, c
1. b., McGuinness
Burleigh (Belcher), 1. b
Lamont (Lyons), r. b
r. b., O'Kane
Score: Tech, 23; B. C., 21. Goals from
floor: Burleigh (4), Gregory (4), Wentworth,
Sullivan, Supple, Fitzgerald (4), McGuinness
(2), O'Kane. Goals on fouls Fitzgerald (3),
Wentworth (5).
Fouls called: Tech 6; Boston College 6.: Fouls missed: Fitzgerald (3),
Wentworth. Referee : Blake, Tech. Umpire
Koen, B. C. Time: 20-minute halves. Attendance : 10.
:

:

On the evening of January 5 two good basket-ball games were played. The Boston Globe
gave the following report:
SUPPLE SCORES 10 POINTS.
BOSTON COLLEGE DEFEATS THE ALL STARS
OF CAMBRIDGE, 26 TO 16.
The B. C. basket-ball team defeated the All
Stars of Cambridge, 26 to 16, in the B. C.
gymnasium, James street.

BROWNING, KING

&

CO

Originators and Sole Makers of Half Sizes in Clothing

LARGEST MANUFACTURING
CLOTHIERS IN AMERICA
Young Men's Suits and Overcoats,
Everything that is right in material and style.

407 TO 411
WASHINGTON STREET

Wm
W

$12.00 to $25.00
Right in price too
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B. C. 26.
ALL STARS 16.
Supple was all over the court scoring 10 of
the points for the collegians, while McGuinness
was the chief factor in keeping the opposing
forwards from rolling up a high score. For the
All Stars, Higgins and McGilvray did some fast
playing. The summary
:

1. b., Twoomey

Flatley, r. f
Supple, r. f
Fitzgerald, 1. f

r. b., McCarthy
c., McGilvray
1. f., Higgins
r. f., O'Leary

Sullivan, c
O'Kane, r. b
McGuiness, 1. b

Score :B.C. 26 ; All Stars 16. Goals from
floor:
Supple 5, Flatley 2, McGuiness 2,
Fitzgerald O'Kane, Higgins 2, McCarthy,
McGilvray, O'Leary. Goals from fouls FitzReferee: Sheehey.
gerald 4, Higgins 6.
Scorer: McNamara.
Umpire: Chisholm.
Timer: Orchard. Time: 20-minute halves.
:

Attendance

:

400.

STYLUS.

SECOND GAME.

CAMBRIDGE H. S. 10.
B. C. H. S. 17.
Between the periods the B. C. High School
and the Cambridge High School team played,
the former winning, 17 to 10. This game furnished almost as much excitement as the first
contest, the score being repeatedly tied throughout. Toward the end of the second period the
Prep school forged ahead and two goals by
Bulman clinched the game. The summary :
"

"

1. b., Williams
r. b., Beeching
c., Murray
1. f., Moynihan
r. f., Holsberg
Koen, 1. b
tl
Score B. C. Prep
17 ; Cambridge H. S.,
10. Goals from floor: Guthrie, Bulman 3,
McCaffrey, Koen 3, Williams, Murray. Goals
from fouls McCaffrey, Holsberg 6. Referee
Sheehey. Umpire: Chisholm. Scorer: McNamara. Timer: Orchard. Time: 20-minute
halves. Attendance 400.
Guthrie, r. f
Bulman, 1. f
McCaffrey, c
Sullivan, r. b

"

:

:

:

:

De Paoli Mosaic Association
EXPERT WORKERS

ROMAN MARBLE
MOSAICS
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V
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Ceilings.

Terrazzo, Composite, Ceramic?

Venetian Enamel Mosaics

3, 5, 7 and 9 West Seventh Street
Telephone. 243 South Boston

SOUTH BOSTON

it

You will always find a
New Style Derby here

Beaconsfield Quality, $3.00
Revelation Quality,
2.00

Chamberlain
663

WASHINGTON

MASTER OF
DANCING
419 Huntington Chambers, Boston
Telephone, 1963-2 Back Bay

STREET

3 Doors South of Boylston Street

Open Evenings

A. J. SHEAFE

Member of American National Association
Masters of Dancing

BOSTON COLLEGE STYLUS.

39 TREMONT STREET

STETSON HATS
GUYER HATS
OUR OWN MODELS
SHIRTS?NECK WEAR?H OS lERY

I
Next

to

open

Hotel Tourairie

Every

Evening

BOYLSTON
NATIONAL
BANK^^
Cor. of CHAUNCY and BEDFORD SIS., BOSTON
Central Location

Convenient Offices

We make a specialty of
MAIL ORDER

T. METCALF CO.

Branch store near Trinity Church. Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Art Museum. Public Library. New Old
South, First Church, Brunswick, Vendome, Back Bay

Station.

DR. JAMES HUMPHREY
DENTIST
1521 Washington Street, Corner Brookline Street
Handles difficult

work in the following lines; Filling and
Kegula'ingTeetli; Gold Crowns and Bridgework; Artificial
Appearance and hold in place;Gas, Ether,
to
Improve
Teeth
Cocaine, etc , a Iministered for Painless Extraction. Electric
stop
cars
at the Door. Elevator Day and Evening. Speaking

Accounts Solicited

BUSINESS

and give special attention to all prescriptions by mail.
Boston is like a wheel. The spokes all lead to the Hub.
and nearly every street brings you to the congested centre. which is so r.ear our store. Washington and Tremont
Streets here draw close together, and the population thickens to the square yard. If you are in the
State House,
Tremont Temple,
Parker's.
Young's
Kings Chape),
Court House.
Tremont Building Park S\ Church,
City Hall.
Subway. Tunnel. Park. Beacon,
Court or School Streets.
Or on your way to either the NORTH or SOUTH UNION
STATION, you are very rear to the most complete stock
of Drugs and Pharmaceutical Supplies in Boston. A
drug store for over half a century. The best place in
the city to have Prescriptions accu-ately prepared from
fresh, pure drugs of standard quality.
We send for your prescription by our messenger and
return promptly.

Tube No. h.

F=. f=. BURKE,
Manufacturer of Patent Steel

INTERCOLLEGIATE BUREAU OF ACADEMIC COSTUME

COTRELL 4 LEONARD

1

ALBANY, N. Y.

Makers of CAPS. GOWNS AND
to Boston College, Harvard,
Tufts, Boston University,Wellesley
Radclitfe, Holy Cross, Yale, George,
town, Ford ham, St. Francis Xavier
Yale, Princeton and the others.
Class contracts a specialty. Superior workmanship. Illustrated bulletin and samples on request

HOODS

(Bluntand

Sharp)

TOE-CALKS

*

-

\u25a0

For Men and Young Men

sl"» re
Near f The Tunnel
I
Over One Million Prescriptions. For 67 Years
in One Place
We have a complete line of drugs, medicines, chemicals. acids, essential oils and fish oils, and we shall be
pleased to quote close prices for large quantities.

.\u25a0-r.

ALSO

BURKE S IMPROVED

Horseshoers 5 Foot Vise
Send for circular

Dorr St., cor. D St.
SO.

BOSTON,

Die for

Welding

u «eo
*'Sharp
Calks
For sale by all the Iron, Steel and Hardware Merchants
throughout the United States.

When dealing with Advertisers please mention the Boston College Styl
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY Mr. George E. Whiling
Offers Metropolitan Advantages of every kind
College of Liberal Arts
Address Dean W. M. Warren, 12 Somerset Street

School of lheology
Address Assistant Dean C. W. Rishell, 72 Mt.
Vernon Street.
Three years' course leading to the degrees? Bachelor of Law, Bachelor of Jurisprudence and Master of
Jurisprudence.
College graduates of high standing, sufficient maturity, earnes'ness of purpose, may complete the course
in two years, provided they obtain the honor rank.
For further particulars address Dean Melville M.
Bigelow, Ashburton Place, Boston.

School of Hedicine
Address Dean J. P. Sunderland, 295 Commonwealth Avenue.

Graduate Department
Philosophical and Literary Courses.
For graduates only.

Address Dean B. P. Bowne. 12 Somerset Street

W. E. HUNTINGTON, President

WESTOVER
SUCCESSORS

FOSS

&

Oils, Waxes, Candles, Soaps

STREET

TELEPHONE, 458-2 TREMONT
RUTLAND

AND

CONCORD

Prices based on Quality

HARKINS

EDWARD

&

CO.

71-73 Broad St., Boston, Mass.
I'elephone. Main 890

THE OAKLAND HODSE
T. C

DAVIS, Proprietor

Conveniently Located

Unexcelled Table
Moderate Rates
Every Modern Convenience
Six O'clock Dinners
Quick Lunch Connected

31 East Newton St., Franklin Sq.
Cor. James St.
-

-

MASS.

Telephone, 21114 Tremont

CONFECTIONERS AND
CATERERS
TREMONT

Candles, All Sizes and Shapes

BOSTON

TO

HARVEY BLUNT

BETWEEN

SQ.

PIERCE BUILDING, COPLEY

The most complete stock in New England

School of Law

715

HAS REMOVED TO

SQS., BOSTON

A. S. BOOTHBY

Caterer
No. 413 Shawmut Avenue

MICHAEL J. MURRAY and W. E. W. CONWAY
PROPRIETORS

BRIGHAM'S
HOTEL AND

RESTAURANT
EUROPEAN

PLAN

BOSTON
Between Brookline and Newton Streets

Nos. 642-644 Washington Street

Telephone, 549-2 Tremont

BOSTON
When dealing with Advertisers please mention the Boston College Stylus
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STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF THE

Federal Trust Company

?

95 Milk Street, Boston

V

At the Cose of Business October 31, 1905
ASSETS
$2,451,355.87

Loans
State of Massachusetts Bonds
Railroad and other Bonds
Cash on Hand and in Banks

...

154,052,50
207.182.25
438,859.75

-

OF

m
*??

$3,251,450.37
LIABILITIES

Capital Stock
Surplus

$5OO 000.00

-

J

100 000.00

-

Profit and Loss
Deposits

39.409.72

2.599,123.15
12,917.50

-

Dividends

7

?***

-

$3,251,450.37
OFFICERS
President, JOSEPH H. O'NEIL
Vice-Presidents, J- W. Kenney. Timothy E. Hopkins, J. J. Phelan
Treasurer, David Bates
Secretary,
S- Dean

BEARS THIS LABEL

9

I

Josiah

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Theo- G- Bremer, William J. Emerson Timothy E. Hopkins, Jo.
seph H. O'Neil, John T. Burnett, Thomas F. Galvin, James W.
Kenney, James J. Phelan, James J. Carlin. Francis Gray, Law.
rence J Logan Pierce Powers, C- James Connelly, William F
Hammett, James M. Morrison, John E. Stanton.
Transacts a General Banking and Trust Company Busi
ness. Issues Drafts and Travelers' Letters of Credit
Available in all parts of the world.
Business and Correspondence Invited

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Ecclesiastical Art Metal
Workers in Gold, Silver
and Brass
*ss
MEDALISTS

203 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

J

JooSkjn
HUBBELL

&

McCOWAN

LOWEST PRICED
DRUCCISTS IN
THE SOUTH END
.

.

Owing to the large number of Prescriptions compounded
by us our drugs are always fresh and reliable and prices
are as low as consistent with accuracy and purity, and
bear in mind the fact that we never substitute
TWO

STOIIES

Cor. Massachusetts and Huntington fives.
Cor. Washington and West Newton Sts.

11456213

BOSTON

COLLEGE

STYLUS

WE HAVE TAKEN FROM BOND TWENTY-FIVE BALES OF

ORIENTAL RUGS
Which include sixty fine Antique Cashmere Rugs.
300

Size 4 feet x 7 feet to 8 feet

x

10 feet

Marked $2O to $6O
fine Shirvan and Daghestan Rugs. Marked $l5 to $2O

100 Auitolian Mats. $1.50 to $2.50
Also a large assortment of Persian and Turkish Carpet Rugs, $5O to $175
WE

INVITE CAREFUL INSPECTION

THOMAS O'CALLAGHAN St CO., 30 Summer Street, Boston
THOMAS J. FLYNN

&

CO.

A. CUNIO
WHOLESALE

Foreign and Domestic Fruits
in their Season

Text Books for Schools and
Colleges

Fruits, Vegetables and Groceries of
all kinds

62 and 64 Essex Street

MACISAAC

SONS

RETAIL

FRUIT DEALERS

Catholic Church Goods and
Religious Articles

BOSTON,

&
AND

1724 Washington Street, Boston

MHSS.

Corner Fast Springfield

BROTHERS

Successors to WILLIAMS BROTHERS

MERCHANT
TAILORS
1458 Washington Street, cor. Dedham
BOSTON, MASS.

Telephone. Tremont 909-3

Brevas st=*4oo per Hundred

Cobb. Aid rich
<7iA

&.

Co.

Oxford ,7 9 8

/I 0 72G vVashington,CornerKneeiand Street

Buy Your Coal from the

Metropolitan Coal Company
30 CONGRESS STREET
Telephone, Main 4640

They supply Boston College

When dealing with Advertisers please mention the Boston
College Stylus

